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UBGR-C EMA TRADE 

NEW CEMA FIVE-YEAR PLAN'S PROVISIONS REVIEWED 

2 — SOTRUDNICHESTVO STRAN-CHLENOV SEV in Russian No 5, 1980 
PE — 

[Article by Igor’ tkhonnikov, CEMA Secretariat: “Main Principles and Taske of the Co- 
ordinated Plan of CEMA Mewber-Nation Multilateral Integration Measures for 1961-1985") 

{Text} The use of interlinked forme of cooperation in the area of planning activity 
hae enabled CEMA member nations to solve complex national economic probleme through 
joint efforts. Coordinating the five-year socioeconomic development plane occupies 
& leading place here. Along with this, new forms of cooperation aimed at carrying 
out the Comprehensive Program and further etrengthening the production and secienti- 
fie=technical potential of the fraternal countries have appeared. Among thea, an 
important role belongs to the “Coordinated Plan of Multilateral lotegration Measures’ 
(SPMIM). 

Ae is known, the first such plan was developed for the 1976-1980 period. The basic 
resulte of implementation of the Coordinated Plan for the current five-year plan tes- 
tify to the fact that it has facilitated resolving important taske facing CEMA member- 
nations, has served their interests reliably, and has embodied the natural tendency 
of the fraternal countries to draw closer to one another economically ow the basis 
of the international socialist division of labor. 

A number of projects and production capacities were created in fuel-energy and other 
branches of industry a6 4 result of implementation of the Coordinated Plan for 1976- 
1980 through owr jeint efforts. They include the 2,777-ke “Soyue” gas aain, which 
will provide the countries participating in the construction with an additional 15.5 
billion cuble meters of natural gas in 1980. Capacities to produce 250,000 tons of 
asbestos were put into operation at the Kiyembayevekiy Ore Enrichment Combine. Con- 
struction of a oumber of ferrous wetallurgy facilities is nearing completion. Capa- 
cities to produce ferroalloye have been released for operation. A CEMA Member-Nation 
Civil Aviation Joint Personnel Training Center is being built in Ul'yanovek (USSR). 
The international Geological Expedition to the Mongolian People's Republic (MNR) is 
continuing ite work. Production technology and equipment familiarization continues 
at the Ust'-I limekiy Cellulose Plant. The 750-kV intersystem electric power trans- 
mission line from Vinnitea (USSR) to Al'bertiresha (Hungarian People's Republic) 
which began operating in 19/9, has gade a sajor contribution to solving the energy 
problem. 

In accord with the Coordinated Plan for 1976-1980 and the sultilateral and bilateral 
agreements which have been concluded, international production specialization and 



cooperation have been broadened and deepened at « number of leading branches of the 
hational economy, Reciprocal deliveries of computer equipment, plant protection 
chemicals, synthetic dyes, equipment for containerized transport systems, nuclear 
power plant equipment, passenger cars, rocker bearings, drilling facilities and 
other items have been significantly increased on this basis. 

Seventeen major scientific and technical problems connected primarily with develop- 
ing fuel and energy branches are being solved through joint CEMA wember=nation ef- 
forte, 

Development of the first Coordinated Plan in the history of multilateral cooperation 
hae enabled CEMA member=nations and Council agencies to check out in practice the ef- 
fectiveness of this form of cooperation in the area of planning activity, ae well ar 
the methods and organization of work to improve the socialiat economic integration 
mechanian, 

At present, CEMA member=nations and Council agencies are working on a second Coordi- 
nated Plan to cover 1981-1985. From the viewpoint of the basic directions, struc- 
ture, indicators and methods of calculating them, it is identical to the plan for 
the current five-year plan. At che same time, there are a number of new factors, 
both in development and .n content, which testify to improvements which have been 
made. 

The basic tasks, methods and organization of work to prepare the Coordinated Plan 
for the next five-year plan were approved by the CEMA Committee for Cooperation in 
the Area of Planning Activity. They are based on decisions by the Council Session. 

in accord with these decisions, the Coordinated Plan for 1961-1985 will include the 
most important multilateral integration measures contained in long-range cooperation 
target programs, measures outlined during the course of plan coordination work, as 
well as meaeures carried over from the first Coordinated Pian. They anticipate the 
joint construction, by the parties concerned, of facilities and additional capaci- 
ties, involving the material, financial and iabor resources of those countries, deep- 
ening international production specialization and cooperation on 4 multilateral ba- 
sis; working out scientific and technical problems in fields of especially important 
significance to developing the economy, multilateral integration measures aimed at 
accelerating the development and increasing the efficiency of the national economy 
of the Soctalist Republic of Vietnam, Republic of Cuba, Mongolian People's Republic, 

and also the resolution of a number of other important tasks. 

One distinguishing feature of the new Coordinated Plan is that it is directly linked 

to the long-range cooperation target programs (Dis:5). Inasmuch as the DTsPS cover 
the period to 1990, their concretization in the Coord-asated Plan for a five-year per- 
fod will signify that long-range and current cooperation tasks are interlinked, which 
is of important significance to the economic development of CEMA member-nations. 

Special note should be made of the comprehensive character of the Coordinated Plan. 

This is connected with the fact that economic integration itself is a comprehensive 
process encompassing many branches of the national economy, that ict is associated 
with the use of various forms of gultilateral cooperation in material production, 
science and engineering, as well as in the areas of foreign trade and transport. 



Take, for example, multllateral integration measures in the area of electric power 

engineering which were reflected in the Coordinated Plan for 1976-1980, <A 750-kV 
high-voltage tranamiesion line was built; international production specialization 

and cooperation was developed for nuclear power plant equipment, and a complex of 
acientific research and planning=design work aimed at creating and utilising power 
unite with |,000-aW water-cooled reactors has been done, as hae other work to devel- 
op the branch, 

Other sections of the Coordinated Plan also are comprehensive in nature. The unifi- 
cation of efforts in building projects and additional production capacities, for ex- 
ample, encompasses many directions of cooperation, including deliveries to countries 

in which these projects, machinery, equipment, meane of transport, metal structures 
and building materiale are being erected, carrying out various kinds of construction, 
installation and planning work and, finally, the delivery to enterprises participat- 
ing in the construction of output from enterprises created jointly. 

The approach to solving national economic problems will aleo be comprehensive in the 
Coordinated Plan for the next five-year plan, This approach will be further developed 
here. The plan will include sections on standardization associated with providing 
output with technical norma for projectea to be built or renovated using International 
Investment Bank loans. 

One important feature of the SPMIM for 1981-1985 will be the broader reflection of 

multilateral integration measures being carried out by the joint efforts of CEMA 
member-nations and aimed at helping accelerate the development and increasing the 

efficiency of the economies of the Socialist Republic of Vietnam (SRV), Republic of 
Cuba and Mongolial People's Republic (MNR). 

A number of new factors are aleo to be found in the organization of work on the Co- 

ordinated Plan for the next five-year plan which permit ensuring its greater stabil- 

ity. The relerence is to the fact that the plan contains indicators both for the en- 

tire five-year period and by year. In order to refine and propose supplements to the 
Coordinated Plan as preparations proceed and multilateral and bilateral agreements 

are signed, it will be submitted by the CEMA Committee for Cooperation in the Area 
of Planning Activity to the 35th CEMA Session meeting for approval in 1981, that is, 
after their bilateral sereral ana pecifiec agreements and long-term trade agree- 
ments on these questions have been completed, 

As before. the basi ection of the Coordinated Plan will be devoted to the joint 
f facilities in the fuel-energy and raw materials branches in 1981-1985. 

In the course of implementing the DTePS, CEMA member-nations signed a number of large- 
scaic multtlateral agreements on the joint construction of facilities and additional 

oduccion capactties, which agreements will be included in the Coordinated Plan. It 
ne luce n 4 ement between the Soviet Union, Hungary, Poland and Czechoslovakia 

on tl foint construction of the 4 miliion-kW Khmel'nitekaya AES in the Soviet Union. 

in return, Hungary, Poland and Czechoslovakia will receive about 50 percent of the 

electricity generated here. This large, joint construction project will require con- 

siderabic financial, material and other expenditures from the participating members. 
An agreement has aiso been concluded on cooperation in building and operating the 750- 
kV power transmission line from the Khmel'nitskaya AES to "Zheshuv" substation (in 
the Polish People's Republic, PNR). 



These large joint con truction projects reflect the effort by CEMA member=nations 
to work together to solve the energy problem, so complex today, by directing large 
capital investments into this branch and concentrating them at the moat important 
projects, 

The Coordinated Plan tor the next five-year plan will also anticipate a compiex of 
measures to broaden and deepen international specialization and coopei ation in a 
number of branches of industry, foremost in machine building, which largeiy determines 
the technical level of the entire national econcay, 

A special section devoted to this form of cooperation will include 4 number of import- 
ant measures stemming from the long-range cooperation target programe, in the area of 
machine building in particular. In this connection, exceptional importance is taken 
on by the agreement, concluded in accord with the DTsePS, on multilateral production 
specialization and cooperation and reciprocal deliveries of equipment for nuclear 
power plants in 1981-1985. Ie is closely linked to the programmed construction, with 

the technical assistance of the Soviet Union, of nuclear power plants in the CEMA 
member=-nationsa concerned in accord with 4 general agreement on cooperation in the 
long-range development of CEMA Member-Nation Unified Electric Power Systems during 
that period. 

This integration measure is the largest, in scope and expenditures, in the history of 

international production specialization and cooperation ever to be carried out by 
CEMA member-nations in the area of machine building. 

The Coordinated Pian for 1981-1985 will include measures associated with an agreement 
@igned by Bulgaria, Poland, Romania, the USSR and Czechoslovakia to deepen speciali- 

zation and cooperation in mining equipment and in subassemblies and parts for it. 

Also included in the Coordinated Plan will be a number of other measures on develop- 
ing production specialization and cooperation, including ones contained in the last 

plan and agreements on which have been extended to the next five-year period. 

inclusion in the SPMIM of a special section on developing very important selected 
international production specialization and cooperation measures permits reflecting 
a strategic line in this area, ensuring a selective approach in the planned shaping 
of machine-building complexes of CEMA member-nations, and emphasizing the importance 
of priority types of production in accordance with bilateral and multilateral agree- 

ments on international specialization and cooperation. And that concerns not just 
finished products, but also subassemblies and parts. An important role is also 

played by the fact that measures on cooperating in material production will be 
linked in the Coordinated Plan with measures in the areas of science, engineering 
and standardization. 

The section devoted to assisting Vietnam, the Republic of Cuba and Mongolia to ac- 

celerate their economic development is of special importance. Appropriate multi- 
lateral agreements have already been concluded on certain measures which will be in- 

cluded in the Coordinated Plen for 1981-1985. Thus, the CEMA member-nations con- 
cerned have signed an agreement on intensifying geological surveying work in the Re- 
public of Cuba and on intensified work of that kind in the MNR. Preparations are 
now underway to sign several other agreements which will aiso be part of the Coor- 

dinated Plan for 1981-1985. 



One important direction in which the effectiveness of the Coordinated Plan aa a 
planning-organigational document for multilateral cooperation ta being ensured is 
the fact that it is being closely coordinated with the national economic plana for 

the next tive-year pian by preparing special sections on economic integration in 

those plans. Resolution of this taek is aimed at increasing planning responsibility 
for carrying out the obligations etemming from the SPMIM and the agreements conc! uded 
for those countries, 

The Coordinated Plan its also a good tool for systematically observing the process 

whereby soctaliat economic integration ia developing, both in the CEMA member-nations 
and in Counci! agencies, on the basis of state atatiatical reporting. 

Thus, development of the draft of and implementation of the Coordinated Plan of Mul- 

tilateral integration Measures for CEMA Member-Nationse for 1981-1985 will facilitate 
further strengthening the planning bases of multilateral cooperation, implementing 

the Comprehensive Program and long-range cooperation target programs, and increasing 

the effectiveness of economi> and scientific-technical cooperation within the frame- 
work of the Council for Econowic Mutual Assistance. 

COPYRIGHT: Sovet Ekonomicheskoy Veaimopomoshchi Selretariat Moskva, 1980 
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USSR CEMA TRADE 

SPECIALISTS DISCUSS LEGAL ASPECTS OF CEMA AGREEMENTS 

Moscow KHOZYAYSTVO | PRAVO in Russian No 9, Sep 80 pp 74-78 

[Article by Doctor of Legal Sciences M. Braginekiy, chief of the legal problems of 
foreign economic ties sector at VNIISZ (Ali-Union Scientific Research Inetitute of 
Soviet Legislation), and Z. Tkach, responsible secretary of the Soviet section of 
the Conference of CEMA Member-Nacion Representatives on Legal Questions: "CEMA, 
Production Specialization and Cooperation: CEMA OUSK's (expansion below) and Spe- 
cific Agreements"| 

{Text} On 26 July 1979, the Presidium of the USSR Supreme Soviet ratified the "Gen- 
eral Terms cor Specializing and Consolidating Production Among CEMA Member-Nation 
Organizations'* (CEMA OUSK), which had been approved by the CEMA ispolkom. In so do- 
ing, the CEMA OUSK became part of the Soviet legislation. 

Along with the interstate and interdepartmental agreements already examined in the 

two previous iseues of this magazine, they are called upon to regulate relations 
among economic organizations of CEMA member-nations. 

In terms of branch affiliation, the CEMA OUSK norms come under civil law. As do all 
other international contracts (agreements) including civil-law norms in which the 
USSR participates, the CEMA OUSK possess special legal force within our country. 
The “Bases of USSR and Union Republic Civil Legislation™ anticipate that if ar in- 
ternational agreement in which the USSR participates sets rules different than ose 
contained in Soviet civil legislation, then the rules of the international agreement 
apply (Article 129). 

This last outcome takes on very important significance, inasmuch as the CEMA OUSK 
include a certain number of resolutions differing from those in the civil legisla- 
tion in effect on a number of important questions. in supvort of this, one need 
only turn to the CEMA OUSK section devoted to limitation of actions, which antici- 

pates that a limitation of »- a will be put to arbitration if a debtor refers to 
it, but under Article 16 of cue “Bases,” a limitation of actions is put to arbitra- 
tion or brought before a court or arbitration tribunal whether or not the parties 

80 petition. 

1. VEDOMOSTI VERKHOVNOGO SOVETA SSSR, No 31, 1979, p 517. 

2. Subsequently referred to as “Bases.” 



The CEMA OUSK sets che overall term of a limitation of action at two years, and a 

special term for fines at one year, while the term for defending a right is three 
years in the RSFSR Bases and Civil Code (one year for suits by socialist organiza- 
tions against one another), and a reduced period of six monthe is set for levying 
a forfeiture penalty, The list of differences concerning limitation of actions 
could be continued, 

There are also a number of other differences. For example, as distinct from Article 
36 of the Bases, which establishes a presumption favoring a penalty set-off, the CEMA 
OUSK presumes that the penalty will be exclusive in nature. One other example: al- 
though Article 190 of the RSFSR Civil Code admits the possibility of reducing the 
amount of a penalty by jurisdictional organs, the corresponding CEMA OUSK norm pro- 
hibits reducing the amount of a penalty awarded, 

The CEMA OUSK anticipates that "these ‘General Terms' will apply to civil<law multi- 

lateral agreements on production specialization and cooperation concluded by organi- 

zations of more than two CEMA member-nations" (Article 1). The norm cited permits 
the conclusion that this document covers relations possessing two features: they 

are civil-law in terms of structural features and multilateral in terms of subject- 
ive composition. In this regard, the number of parties is determined in this in- 
stance exclusively as the number of countries represented by the organizations. 

As distinct from certain other international documents, the CEMA OUSK does not con- 

tain instructions of a restrictive nature relative to the terms of their effect, 
which signifies that they apply to any agreement meeting the two criteria indicated, 
regardless of whether it includes a remission of the type "in everything else, the 
parties will be governed by the CEMA OUSK." In its absence the parties, or in the 
case of a dispute, the court of arbitration must be governed by the CEMA OUSK. it 
should be noted that the CEMA OUSK are intended for civil-law relations and so can 
not be applied to international agreements on specialization and cooperation which 
have been concluded at the governmental, ministerial or departmental level by the 
corresponding countries. In this regard, the branch affiliation of the agreement 

is in no way dependent on whether organizations of two or more countries partici- 
pate in it. The number of countries represented by organizations participating in 

an agreement is another matter. However, there are no obstacles, in principle, to 

extending the CEMA OUSK to cover any civil-law agreements on international speciali- 

zation and cooperation concluded by organizations of just two countries. It is all 
simply a matter, as is outlined directly in the CEMA OUSK, of their being always 

used for multilateral agreements, but for bilateral agreements -- only given a spe- 
cial instruction to that effect contained in the agreement itself. This could be im- 

portant in the future, since current practice in concluding bilateral production spe- 
cialization and cooperation agreements is along the lines of shaping relations at 
the intergovernmental and interdepartmental levels. 

In this regard, it is important to stress that a bilateral agreement can also con- 

tain a general remission to the CEMA OUSK and in equal measure a remission to indi- 
vidual poragraphs (points in paragraphs). 

From the viewpoint of the nature of their validity, CEMA OUSK norms can be reduced 

to four types: absolutely mandatory (imperative), relatively mandatory (dispositive), 
conditionally mandatory (optional) and recommended. 



The validity of the absolucely mandatory norma does not depend on the will of the 
parties, They are therefore applied even if the agreement outlines another rule 
different from that establianed in the CEMA OUSK. Of course, this applies only to 

multilateral agreements on specialization and cooperation, 

In connection with the fact that the absolutely mandatory OUSK norme operate inde- 
pendently of the content of the agreement, ic should be recognized that despite che 

fairiy widespread practice, it is inappropriate to reproduce them in the cext of a 

multilateral agreement. Neither is it necessary to reproduce them in a bilateral 
agreement on spectalization and cooperation if only that agreement contains an un- 

conditional remission to the CEMA OUSK. 

A majority of the CEMA OUSK norms are relatively maadatory. The external indication 
of such norms is the inclusion in them of a special instruction that: "If not other- 
Wise outlined by the agreement..." (see, for example, §5, point 3, 5517, 49 and 
others). In all such cases, with consideration of the features of che relations 
which have evolved between them, the parties can agree to any variant of necessary 
or possible conduct. And only if they do not avail themselves of the right granted 
them will the corresponding CEMA OUSK norm be in effect. Therefore, when the other 
contracting parties consider che variant contained in the CEMA OUSK to be the opti- 
mum, there is no need to either reproduce it in the agreement or to even include a 

remission in the agreement. 

A considerable number of CEMA OUSK instructions are concerned with provisions mid- 

way between imperative and dispositive norms. in form, they appear to be imperative 

norms, since they do not contain the proviso essential to the dispositive norm ("if 

not otherwise outlined by the agreement..."). However, it must be borne in mind 
that under point 2 of §1 of the CEMA OUSK, "in those cases where the parties con- 
clude, when concluding an agreement, that, due to the specifics of the subject of 

the agreement, deviation from individual provisions of these General Terms is re- 

quired, they can so agree in the agreement." Therefore, norms not containing a spe- 

cial proviso also assume the right of the parties to anticipate something different 

in the agreement. As a result, it is primarily norms relative to which the CEMA OUSK 
themselves directly prohibit deviations from them which must be recognized as impera- 
tive not only in form, but also in essence. They include CEMA OUSK paragraphs in- 
cluded in section 7, “Limitation of Actions” (§§ 38-47), inasmuch as according to 

§47, “deviations from the enactments outlined by this section are not permitted." 

Conditionally mandatory (optional) norms are those in effect only when the parties 
have included in the agreement a direct remission to a desire expressed positively 

in some manner to apply the corresponding rule in interrelationships between them; 
otherwise, the rule secured in the optional norm wiil not be applied at all. Ina 

this sense, point 2 515 of the CEMA OUSK is probably o.st imnortant. The wording 

of the norm secured in it permits the conclusion that the obligation of the non- 
specializing party to cease and (or) not organize the production of specialized out- 
put while the agreement remains in effect exists only when that obligation is out- 
lined by the agreement. In this regard, it must without fail define "appropriate 
terms and periods." 

Finally, @ number of CEMA OUSK norms not offering any variant are limited by a di- 
rect remission to agreements (which is the nature, for example, of 516 of the CEMA 
OUSK, which anticipates that the parties must assist each other in scientific and 



technical research and planning-design wo.’ aimed at improving technica.-economic 

and qualitative characteristics on the terms agreed to in the agreement or in ce 

cordance with them). These are recommenced norms. The point of ther norms ie to 

recommend that the parties secure their choice of some concrete solution to 4 cor= 

responding problem in the agreement in order to eliminate in the future any possible 

vagueness about their interrelationships, 

The CEMA OUSK (§4) enumerate the terms which must be contained in an agreement “at a 

minimum.” The reference is obviously to so-called essential conditions in whose ab- 

sence an agreement on specialization and cooperation cannot be considered concluded 

at all, They include: distribution of specialized output production, technical- 

economi: parameters and qualitative characteristics, delivery amounts and schedules 

and prices. 

However, the parties must also exhibit maximum activeness in agreeing on of er terms 

of the agreement, bearing in mind that a majority of the CEMA OUSK norms are dispo- 

sitive, optional or recommended in nature. Moreover, a number of questions which 

will presumably arise in carrying out the agreement are not regulated at all by the 
CEMA OUSK. 

Contract practice (referring foremost to agreements concluded prior to | January 1980) 
has worked out rather stable variant wordings for the individual terms. 

a) Subject of the Agreement. Under the gene.» rule, special supplements to the 
agreement contain, first, the distribution of specialized output production among 

the individual parties, second, the delivery amounts and schedules, and third, the 
technical-economic parameters and qualitative characteristics of the output. 

The CEMA OUSK pay considerable attention to output quality. In this connection, point 
3 of $15 in particular anticipates that the specializing party will be obligated to 
constantly improve the specialized output, ensuring improvement in its quaiity and 
technical level based on the achievements and progressive trends of world science and 
engineering in that area, as well as on consumer experience in using that output, 

with a view towards impr ing its ability to compete in the world market in terme of 
all indicators. This general demand can have actual importance only if it is suit- 
ably concretized by the parties. Unfortunately, the parties have thus far limited 

themselves to indicating in an appendix only the general qualitative characteristics 
of the output. 

All this cives us grounds for speaking of the necessity of including in agreements 
provisions on the scientific and technical cooperation of the parties, on coordinat- 

ing actions in the purchase of licenses, schedules for introducing better-quality 
items, and so forth. Failure to meet these terms of an agreement would enable us to 
pose te question of possible steps to influence the specializing party which is not 
meeting obligations to improve a product. In this regard, the reference is not only 
and not so much to responsibility in the form of a fine or reimbursement for losses 
as it is to price discounts, a reduction in purchase volume, and so on. 

As follows f.om point 3 of §15 of the CEMA OUSK, when several economic orgonizations 

enter into an agreement simultaneously, rights and obligations can be distributed 
among them in a definite manner. This ¢‘stribution muet be reflected in a corres- 
ponding supplement to the agreement. And then each of the country's economic organi- 

zations would be answerable to the other contracting party only within the limits of 
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rewexporting only with the written consent of the organiaation of the spectaliaing 

party which le empowered to engage tn foreign trade operations, Such consent must 
@leo include the ferexport terme, 

However, there are exceptions to thie rule, When the reference is to delivering out- 
put intended to complete sete or ensure the operation of equipment, there te no need 
for such consent, If this kind of output has a clear patent in the country in which 

the rewexporting is being done in accord with written confirmation by the specialie- 

ing party, the nonepecializing party hae the right to resolve the re-export question 

independentiy. it ite obligated only to inform the other contracting party, the spe- 
cialiging party, about the re-export, 

d) Responsibility for Violating an Agreement, The CMA OUSK outline the right of 
the injured party to demand payment of 4 penalty (fine) in only one imetance: de: 
faulting on coneluding 4 contract ($26), The contracting parties are additionally 

entitled to agree to the necessity of paying penalties (fines) for failure to meet 
any other obligation outlined by 4 conerete agreement regardiess of whether the re= 
ference is to 4 new obligation of to one contained in the CAMA OUSK. In view of the 
advantage of fines (foremost the ease of caleulating their amounts and the possibil-~- 

ity of materially influencing the violator of an agreement independently of losses 
to the injured party), it ie appropriate for the contracting parties to discuss the 

question of additionally including in the agreement conditions on fines for various 
important violations of the agreement (for example, violating obligations outlined 
by individual pointe of $613, 14, 19 and others). 

in practice, to supplement the penalty now anticipated in the CEMA OUSK, a apecific 
agreement includes only conditions for levying a fine for failure by 4 specializing 
party to utilize production, for failure to stop producing specialized output, and 
also for a nonspecializing party's organizing new production of specialized output. 
The usual reference is to exacting from a contracting party violating an agreement 
a fine in the amount of eight percent of the cost of all output to be delivered in 

a given year and not produced by the specializing parties or, correspondingly, eight 

percent of the coet of sepectalized output produced by nonspecializing parties. 

Agreements generally anticipate the possibility of freeing 4 nonspecializing party 
from liability in cases when it can be proven that those actions by it result from 

the failure of a apecializing party to carry out counter obligations under an agree- 
ment. 

\e was already noted, the CEMA OUSK secure a presumption favoring the exclusive fine. 

Correspondingly, when an obligation covered by a fine is not met, the injured party 
has the right to demand from the contracting party at fault only payment of the fine, 
without the right to reimbursement for losses incurred. The parties can, however, 

indicate something different in the agreement. The reference is to one of three 
variants from among which the contracting parties are given the right to choose, by 

@utual consent. They can acknowledge the right of the injured party to reimbursement 

of ail losses in addition to the fine, to reisbursement of that portion of the losses 

not covered by the fine or, finally, the right to choose either paywent of the fine 

or reimbursement of losses. in the latter case, the injured party, once having de- 

manded payment of a fine, is thus deprived of the right to reisbursement of any 
losses what soever 
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USSR-CRWA TRADE 

NEED FOR INTEGRATION, REVIEW OF CEMA STATES STATISTICS 

Moscow VESTNIK STATISTIKI in Russian No 10, 1980 pp 52-56 

[Article by &. Kelehin: “Secialiet Reonomic Integration and Ite Statistical Study’) 

[Text] One characteriatic feature of the current economic etatuse of CEMA member~ 
nations is the expansion and deepening of the interaction of their economies in the 
course of socialist economic integration, which "...ie a process of international 
socialiet division of labor, rapprochement of their economies and shaping of 4 mo- 
dern, highly efficient national economic structure and gradual rapprochement and 
equalization of the levels of their economic developpent, coneciously and del iber- 
ately regulated by the communiet and worker parties and governments of CEMA member- 
nations...."! The changeover to integration resulted from the objective necessity 
of further developing cooperation among the fraternal countries. Prospects for in- 
tegration over the next 15-20 yeare in such very important areas as planning, eci- 
ence, engineering, foreign trade, standardization and various branches of the eco~ 
nomy have been outlined in the “Comprehensive Program of Further Intensifying and 
laproving Cooperation and Developing CEMA Member-Nation Socialist Economic Integra- 
tion.” This program, ae was noted at the 25th CPSU Congress, “raises cooperation 
by the socialist countries to a considerably higher level than simply developing 
trade. It signifies, for example, the joint utilization of natural resources for 
common use, joint construction of large industrial complexes intended to meet the 
needs of all participante, cooperation planned many years in advance among enter- 
prises and entire branches of industry in our countries.” 

During the years which have passed since the Comprehensive Program was adopted, CEMA 
member-nations have achieved impressive successes in the economic area. During the 
19/1-19/9 period, their summary national income grew by 62 percent and industrial 
production grew by 79 percent. The achievements of countries of the socialist com- 
munity in raising the standard of living of the workers have aleo been significant. 
During that same period, actual per capite incomes in Poland and Romania increased 
by more than 70 percent, in the GDR — by nearly 60 percent, and in Bulgaria, Hun- 

gary and the Soviet Union — by approximately 40 percent. The CEMA member-nat ion 

i. “Komplekenaya programma dal'neyshego uglubleniya i sovershenstvovaniya sot rudni- 
chestva i ragvitiya soteialisticheskoy ekonomicheskoy integratsii stran-chlenov 
SEV," Moscow, Politizdat, 1971, p 7. 

2. “Materialy ¥XV e"yerda KPSS” [Materiales of the 25th CPSU Congress), Moscow, Po- 
litiedat, 1977, p 9. 
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successes if econemic and social development are connected largely with their ad- 
vancement along the path of socialist economic integration, During 1971-1979, mu= 
tual trade turnover for CEMA member-nations grew by @ore than three-fold, Thus, we 
have confirmed ¥V, |, Lenin's words that ",,,.the legitimate demands and progressive 
atrivinges of Che working masses of all nationalities will be satisfied for the Cirat 
time in geervot ional unity, on the condition that today's national barriers are de= 
stroyed,” 

As an integral feature of the economic development of CEMA member=nations, integra=- 
tion will doubtless become an object of independent statistics: study, in works de= 
veted to problems of the theory of international socialist division of labor and the 
economic integration of the nations of socitaliem, attention has repeatedly been fo-= 
cused on the necessity of supplementing existing branch statistics, and in particu= 
lar, scatiasios on foreign trade, international socialist division of labor and in- 
tegration.* lt should be noted that, in spite of the complexity of developing seta- 
tistics on 4 multifaceted, continuously developing process such as the international 
socialist division of labor at the integration etage, we can aiready speak of cer= 
tain achievements in this area. In particular, this applies to probleme of observ- 
ing the course of implementation of the Coordination Plan for CEMA Member-Nation 

Multilateral Integration Measures in 1976-1980, 

The "Communique on the Filth Meeting of the CEMA Committee for Cooperation in the 
Area of Planning Activity" (1973) noted that “the compilation of such a plan, along 
with the development of existing forms of coordination of CEMA member-nation plans, 

permite the more effective and better-planned implementation of 4 number of major 
projects involving the creation of production capacities in the gost important 
branches of the national economy, production specialization and cooperation on a 

multilateral basis, and other measures aimed at developing socialist economic inte- 
gration whose actualization is connected with the necessity of combining the mater- 

ial, financial and labor resources of CEMA sember-nations.” The CEMA 29th Session 
held in June 1975 approved the Coordination Plan of CEMA Member-Nation Multilateral 
Integration Measures for 1976-1980. Adoption of che plan was an important step in 
actualizing the principles embodied in the Comprehensive Program, in improving the 

socialist economic integration planning sechaniem. The pian orients the fraternal 
countries towards resolving the most important tasks of their economic development 
through joint efforta. 

Simultaneously with development of the Coordination Plan, the statistical tools for 

following its fulfillment were prepared. The first meeting of CEMA member-nation 
statisticians devoted to organizing observance of progress in carrying out the Co- 
ordination Plan, which laid the foundation for collecting standard statistical data 
on that question, was held in 1975. Subsequentiy, to improve the organization and 
methodology of statistical observance of progress in ca rying out the Coordination 
Plan, 4 large role was played by the conference of CEMA member-nation statisticians 
held in December 1977. The first results from collecting and generalizing statis- 
tical data on carrying out integration seasures of the Coordination Pian in 1976 

i. V. I, Lenin, “Poin. sobr. soch.” [Complete Collected Works!, Vo) 26, p 40. 

2. See, for example, V. P. Sergeyev, “Mezhdunarodnoye sotsialisticheskoye razdelen- 
iye truda: pokagateli i tendentsii razvitiya” [International Socialist Division 
of Labor: Development Trends and Indicators], Moscow, Izd-vo Mys!' 9°79, p 9. 
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were summed up at that conference, it was noted that this work is the etart of CHMA 

member=nation cooperation in a new area of international statistics; the “Program 
for Collecting Reporting Data on the Coordination Plan of CEMA Member-Nation Multi 
lateral Integration Measures for 1976-1980," which was approved subsequenily at the 
Jiet meeting of the CEMA Permanent Commission for Statistics, held in May 1978 in 
Dresden, was coordinated, The tables and statistical indicators contained in the 

Program correspond to the sections and indicators of the Coordination Pian, 

Seetion | of the Coordination Plan included measures on joint construction of pro- 
jects and additional capacities involving the means of the countries concerned, The 
extremely pressing task of meeting the growing requirements of CEMA member=nat ions 
for fuel and raw material is being resolved through the joint construction of indus- 
trial projects, The total estimated cost of the projects included in the Coordina- 
tion Plan is approximately nine billion transfer rubles, Among them are such very 
large fuel and raw-material complex facilities ae the “Soyue" gas main, the Kiyemba- 
yeveakiy Ore Enrichment Asbestos Combine, the Ust'=<Ilimskiy Pulp and Paper Combine, 
the 750=kV high-voltage electric power transmission line between Vinnitea (USSR) and 
Al'bertirsha (Hungary), and plants to produce ferroalloye and ferriferous raw mater- 
ial, With the etart-up of these facilities, CEMA member-nations will obtain each 
year from the USSR an additional nine million tone of ferriferous raw material, 
200,000 tone of ferroalloye, 180,000 tone of asbestos, 200,000 tone of bleached cel- 

lulose, upwards of six billion kilowatt-hours of electricity and 15.5 billion cubic 
metere of natural gas. These deliveries will be a significant contribution to pro- 
viding the national economy of the fraternal countries with energy and raw material. 

A harmonious combination of multilateral and bilateral ties ensures the actual, ef- 
fective unification of efforts of the countries concerned in the joint solving of the 
most large-scale national economic probleme and permite the more intelligent use of 
avaliable material, financial and labor resources. 

The statistical indicators anticipated by the Program for Collecting Reporting Data 

on the Coordination Plan describe both progress in the construction of integration 
projects and deliveries of goods associated with them. They are, on the one hand, 
indicators of capital investments and the start-up of production capacities, and on 
the other, indicators of deliveries of goods for projects under construction and ex- 
ports of output from capacities which have been put into operation in the countries 
participating in the conetruction in payment for their share of the participation. 

The recording of deliveries for joint construction projects is regulated by a spe- 

clai section of the "Basic Methodological Provisions of CEMA Member-Nation Foreign 
Trade Statiecice.” In particular, they define the content of the concept of “deli- 
very in complete sets,” the procedure for recording operations connected with “turn- 
key" construction, and certain other questions. 

The resuite of statistical observation of the first three years of thx ive~vyear plan 

show that capita nvestmente totalling about five billion rubles were utilized. The 

importance of the “Soyue” gas main, 750-kV power line between Vinnitea (USS) a Al’~- 

bertireha (Hungary) and the first line of the Kiyembayevakiy Ore Enrichment A: ton 

Combine which were put into operation has been great to the economies of che frater- 

nai countries. Thue, GDR economists have estimated that the amount of natura) 

the GDR will receive each year through the “Soyuz” gas main will be equivalent | 
the energy from 20 million tons of lignite coal, but the proportionate part ix ation 

of this untry wil be 2.5-fold leas than the cost of gining and proce that 
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amount of coal, Putting the 750-kV high-voleage power line between Vinnitea (USSR) 
and Ai bertireha (lungary) inte operation will permit creating a unified power ays~ 
Lem with @ capacity of 160,000 MW, which it ia estimated will create an impact equi- 
valent to the construction of additional power plants with a total capacity of 1,2 
million kilowatte, 

\s the statistical observation showed, CEMA member-nations are successfully carrying 
out plane for delivering goods for joint construction projects: machinery and equip 
went, bullding materiale and consumer goods, For example, deliveries of goods for 
the Ust'«Llimekly Pulp and Paper Combine were distributed in a ratio of 22, 40 and 
‘5 percent among these three main groupe of goods. Return deliveries of natural gas, 
el etele power, ferriferous raw material and ferroalloye from the USSR to CEMA mem-~ 
becenations began in 1979, 

section Il of the Coordination Plan contains measures on production specialization 
and cooperation on a multilateral baste which demand considerable expenditures by 
the parties concerned, In it are agreements in the area of creating capacities to 
produce plant protection chemicals, on specializing and consolidating the produc- 

tion of container Cranaport system equipment, nuclear power plant equipment, "Zhi- 
pull” passenger cars, rocker bearings, drilling equipment, and equipment for ex- 
tracting petroleum and gas, synthetic dyes. 

The statistical observation program anticipated giving exporter countries informa- 
tion on deliveries of specialized output in a cross-section of consolidated commo- 
dity positions based on multilateral agreements included in the plan. A special form 
of foreign-trade association reporting on deliveries of specialized output has been 
developed for these purposes in the USSR. 

Production epectalization and cooperation statistics derived within the framework of 
observing implementation of measures in the Coordination Plan ire also a component 
of statietics on specialization and cooperation in general, one of the main sections 
of integration statistics. Production specialization and cooperation play a big role 
in the development of the economies of individual CEMA member-nations and of the com- 
munity a8 a whole. Questions of developing this form of cooperation were the object 
of special attention during the meetings in the Crimea in 1978-1980 between Comrade 
L. |. Beezhnev, CPSU Central Committee General Secretary and USSR Supreme Soviet 

Presidium Chairman, and leaders of the fraternal countries. In practice, the policy 
of developing specialization is manifested in rapid growth in trade turnover in spe- 
clalized output among CEMA member-nations, in an increased share of this output in 
toval deliveries. Thus, in 1973-1979 the proportion of specialized output in reci- 
procal trade in machinery and equipment increased two-fold, to 36 percent, and that 
hace also increased considerably in trade in chemical industry output. Naturally, 
statistics is also contributing to evaluating and analyzing the results of develop- 
ing this very important form of CEMA member-nation cooperation. Current statistical 
practice encompasses both the production of specialized output and imports and ex- 
ports of such output. The recording is done not just on a national economic scale, 
but also by important branches of industry. Since adoption of the Program for Col- 
lecting Reporting Data on the Coordination Plan, multilateral CEMA member-nation co- 
operation in production specialization and cooperation has become at. object of spe- 
cial statistical observation. 

This cooperation enables us to best coordinate the efforts of the countries and to 

use resources more effectively. Thus, under one of the multilateral agreements in 
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the Coordination Plan, Poland will receive about 4,500 tons of plant protection chem- 
lcals, basteally from Bulgaria, the GDR and Romania, in 1976-1980 and wil! supply 
CEMA countries with 2,000 tons of other types of output. These deliveries will be 
4 contribution to the chemigation of agriculture in nations of the soctaliat com 
munity, 

Section LIT of the Coordination Plan ia devoted to actentific and ‘echnical coopera 
tion, The plan includes 17 scientific and technical probleme on which upwarde of 500 
scientific research and planning design organisations are working. 

The data collection program for the Coordinated Plan anticipates giving information 
on Cinancing work on the above-mentioned problems, The total amount allocated for 
this ie 565 million transfer rubles, 70 percent of which relates to work connected 
with the fuel-energy problem, 

During the first two years of implementation of the Coordination Plan, 43 machines 

and pieces of equipment, 87 devices, 23 new technological processes and 30 new types 
of materials have been developed. 

Statistical observation of progress in carrying out the Coordination Plan thus covere 
the main forme and directions of integration cooperation among CEMA member=nations. 
However, further statistical study of integration processes will doubtless be com- 
bined with continued development of integration statistics and new forme of integra- 
tion, In this connection, CEMA member-nation statisticians are faced with general- 
lzing and analyzing work results for 1976-1980 and taking into accown! what is new 
in the Coordination Plan for the next five-year plan (1981-1985), with providing a 
statistical evaluation of fulfillment of long-range cooperation target programs 
(DTsPS), a new form of CEMA member-nation cooperation organization and planning. 
(DTsPS is a complex of interlinked measures aimed at the effective resolution, by 
joint effort, of the tasks of developing the most important branches of the national 
economy. "Their purpose is to ensure, through common effort, that the rapidly grow- 
ing need for energy, fuel and the basic types of raw material will be met, that the 
demand for food and manufactured consumer goods will be better met, that the level 
of machine building will be raised, that the development of Cransport will be accel- 
erated."'! CEMA member-nations have already begun implementing long-range cooperetion 
target programs.) We are also faced with continuing to develop a unified system of 

statistical indicators describing the development of CEMA member-nation economic, 
scientific and technical cooperation and linking it to the practical collection of 
statistical data on progress in carrying owt the Coordination Plan of Multilateral 
Integrat‘on Measures. 

Resolution of the above tasks will facilitate enriching the theory and practice of 
statistical study of socialist economic integration. 

COPYRIGHT: Ivrdatel'atvo “Statistika”, “Vestnik statistiki", 1980 
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1. “Materialy XXV s"yezda KPSS" (Materials of the 25th CPSU Congress), Moscow, lzd- 

vo Politizdat, 1977, p 9. 
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USSR-CEMA TRADE 

CEMA TLES WLTH LbC'S GROWING, APGIANISTAN, MEXICO CITED 

Moscow MLROVAYA EKONOMIKA I MEZHDUNARODNYYE OTNOSHENTYA in Russian No 10, Oct 80 
pp 93-101 

lActicle by Yu. Semenov: “The World of Soctaliem and the Liberated Nations") 

(Text) The syatem of international economic relations which has been developed 
within che CEMA structure ta actively affecting the worldwide division of labor, 
helping to reatructure ite soctal and economic framework, democratize interrela- 
tions and strengthen progressive trends. This is also felt in the process of 
utrengthentng the economic underpinnings of statehood in nations which have set 
oul on a path of independent development. This process is coming up against 
resistance on the part of the monopolies and against the backwardness of the 
economic base. The system of mutual cooperation within the CEMA structure, which 
has made it possible to accelerate development of the economy, including moder 
industry, through the mobilization of national resources and the application of 
posaibilities for international socialist division of labor, is providing an 
actual functioning aud effective model in international relations. 

Before the new social system triumphed many of the socialist nations were of 
course theowelves the objects of imperialist exploitation. Thanks to the 
accelerated development of their national economies those CEMA nations which 
inherited an extremely low level of economic development are now in a4 position 
not only to resolve their own problems with respect to raising this level even 
higher and making production amore effective, but also to give broad assistance to 
both the socialist and the developing nations. 

The industrialization experience within the CEMA structure has shown that this 
process has a number of common features but that it also involves important 

specific features related to the level of economic deveicpment at which the 
process is initiated, the state of industry and other sectors of the economy, the 
availability of material and human resources, the size of the territory involved 
and historical traditions. It is therefore possible to work out the strategy for 
industrialization and to carry that out only with a proper combination of general 
patterns and the specific features and national characteristics of the individual 
nations. 

The socialist commonwealth has acquired this kind of experience in creating a 
modern economy, which makes it possible to consider more fully not only specific 
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fational conditions (available resources, climatic and geographic features, and 
production traditions), but aleo the possibilities provided by the economy's 
organic inclusion into the syatem of international socialiat division of labor. 

Fundamental social and economic reforms and maximum utilization of internal 
resources combined with the advantages provided by the socialist commonwealth and 
aseiatance from the more highly developed nationa to those less well developed are 
gradually bringing the economic development of the CEMA nations, many of which 
were agrarian or agrarian-industrial nations 30 years ago, up to the sam level 
wid making them uniform, Between 1950 and 1979, according to Polish economiat 
(V, Lakra), the gap between the highest per capita income and the lowest in the 
European CEMA nations was reduced from 3.221 to 1.421; industrial output, from 
Stl to 2:1; and agricultural production, from 2:1 to 1.711. 

The strategy underlying socialiet irdustrialization accounts for the accelerated 
ovening @% process occurring in the economic development of the nations mentioned, 
The rapid growth of the industrially less developed CEMA nations is increasing the 
economic capability of the entire commonwealth and increasing possibilities for 
their active participation in the international division of labor. The emergence 
of these nations out of economic backwardness within a historically brief period 
of time is showing the developing nations how to break out of the vicious circle 
of poverty. It demonstrates the fact that the struggle for a new order should 

be linked to radical social and economic reform. 

CEMA has never been an “exclusive club" for industrial nations, of course. A 

number of developing nations with a combined population of around 70 million 
maintain very close ties with it. They have inherited economic backwardness, and 
an earnest effort will be required to overcome backwardness. An increasingly 
broad range of nations are entering into cooperation with CEMA, creating the 

foundation for a modern economy. 

The Comprehensive Program for Continued Expansion and Improvement of Cooperation 
and the Development of Socialist Economic Integration contains special projects to 
accelerate the growth of Mongolia's economy and make it more effective. As the 
CEMA membership expanded the advantages enjoyed by the Mongolian People's Republic 
were extended to Cuba and the Socialist Republic of Vietnam. Industry is being 
rapidly created in Mongolia with the assistance of the USSR and other CEMA nations. 
Modern enterprises have been built and others are winder construction there with 
preterentiol, long-term credits, assistance with the construction of extremely 
important national economic facilities and gratis assistance. The development of 

large deposits of coking coal, phosphorites, copper and molybdenum ores and other 
kinds of minerals, and the construction of a large number of industrial onter- 
prises are pianned for Mongolia on a multilateral basis under special, long-range 
proprams of oope ration. 

Large economic installations, including a heat and power plant, an electric powe! 
tranemission line, a coalmine, mining operations for the extraction and processing 

of nonferrous metals, among which is a copper-and-molybdenum combine, 4 numb of 

construction industry enterprises, houcing construction combines, radio-relay 

lines connecting the most remote areas of the nation with the capital, virgin-land 



vtate taraa, teretgation ayatema, light and food industry enterprises, apartment 

bulldinge and munictpal service facilities are being built in Mongolia with 
Soviet aseiatance under the current five-year plan alone. 

An international geological team ia operating with success in the Mongolian 
People's Republic, and the participating nations have decided to continue this 
work ducing the nexe five-year period. A modern scientific and technological 
inbrmation center began functioning at the end of 1979, Young Mongolian girls 
and boye are atudying at educational inetitutions in the socialist nations and 
receiving practical training at enterprises there. In addition, highly trained 
speclaliate are sent on assignment to Mongolia from those nations. 

Since 1960 the Seviet Unien and other CEMA nations have been providing the 
Republic of Cuba with considerable assistance in the development of its economy. 
it hes been granted long-term, preferential credits for the financing of planned 
projects, the purchase of construction equipment and materials, the reconstruction 

and modernization of enterprises of the textile, energy, petroleum refining, 
nickel-mining and sugar industries, the performance of geological survey work, and 
the development of transport and communications and other sectors of the national 
economy. 

Vietnam, which has also become a member of CEMA, is also being helped to build up 
ite economy. tundreds of large industrial enterprises and other installations 
have been built in the nation. The CEMA nations recently adopted a plan of 
coordinated action for the construction of a number of important industrial 
enterprises in Vietnam. The CEMA nations have coordinated the work involved to 
build a number of important industrial enterprises and to perform major restora~ 
tion work on the Hanoi-Ho Chi Minh Railway. The CEMA nations are assisting with 
the construction of projects which China unilaterally refused to complete. 
Soctalist Vietnam has requested help with the creation of a materials and equip- 
ment base for machinebuilding to meet the need for the technical equipment and 
reequipment of the national economy and make it possible to expand its participa- 
tion in the international socialist division of labor. 

Vietnam is in a position to produce and deliver to nations of the socialist common- 

wealth rubber, coffee, pineapples, sugar, a number of valuable industrial crops 
and Lumber. The Socialist Republic of Vietnam can increase coal production and 
output from the extractive industry, nonferrous metallurgy (copper, lead, zinc and 
aluminum) and the construction materials industry. Vietnam's cooperation with 
other CEMA nations in the production of consumer goods (textiles, clothing, 
leather goods, footwear and other products) is helping the nation to make efficient 
use of its labor resources. 

2 and Credits on advantageous terms, progressive technology, preferential prices, 
the opportunity to participate extensively in production specialization and 

cooperation, including the selection of new branches, if there is assurance of a 
good technological level and good product quality, are also employed, when 

necessary, within the CEMA structure as additional means of developing the 

economy. Nations not so well developed industrially thereby obtain a stable and 
constantly growing market for their products within the CEMA nations. 
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The syatem of actentific and technological cooperation provides equal and 
unhampered access to the modern technology of the socialist commonwealth, As 
a result formerly backward nations are given the opportunity to reduce the amount 
of time required to plan for and master new production, to corserve funde 

considerably to successfully reshape the branch atructure, 

CEMA, which includes both industrial nations and those with a lower level of 
economic development, has thus demonstrated on a regular, practical basis the 
effectiveness of socialist methods and means of resolving all problems which 
arise. In addition to this the socialist commonwealth nations provide all-round 
assistance to the developing nations, first and foremost those with a socialiat 
orientation. 

The world socialist commonwealth is a good influence upon the economies of the 
developing nations. "Cooperation with the developing nations," states the report 
to the 25th party congress by the CPSU Central Committee, “makes it easier for 
them to restructure their economies and public life on a progressive basis." The 
altered balance of international power in favor of socialism and its strengthened 
positions in the world economy are objectively helping the developing nations to 
carry out progressive social and economic reforms: the strengthening of control 

over their natural resources, the nationalization of industry and the banking 
system, and agrarian reforms. 

The opportunity to enjoy the advantages of cooperation with the CEMA nations is 
especially important for nations which have elected a noncapitalist path of 
development and are carrying out progressive reform. Economic and technical 
assistance from the socialist nations is not just an additional factor in their 
economic growth. It is also an organic part of the entire system of social and 
economic reforms. 

In keeping with the socialist principles and with their own historical experience 

the CEMA nations fully support the rightful strivings of the developing states to 

achteve and consolidate their political and economic independence. ‘hey 
consistently promote equality and mutually advantageous cooperation with the 

latter, and the elimination of discrimination born of imperialist policy in world 

economic relations. The socialist nations actively support the struggle to 
democratize world economic relations, thereby lending support to the progressive 
principles contained in the Declaration on the Establishment of a New Economic 

Order, the Plan for Industrial Development and Cooperation and other decisions 
adopte’' by the United Nations on this matter. 

The CEMA nations do not just identify themselves with the just demands of the 
developing nations. They also promote in their practical relations thw tablish- 
ment of new standards and principles of international economic relation: While 
making a perceptible contribution to the strengthening of the economy, to 

cultural development and national sovereignty, the CF 1 nations never use thet 
assistance as a means of applying pressure. They do not link {it to pol 
conditions, do not encroach upon the social order and do not interfer 

interns] affairs of other nations. All of this creates a climate of mutual respect 

and trust in the CEMA nations’ relations with the developing nations. 



The Comprehensive Program for Soctaliat Economic Integration, of course, states 

that the CEMA nations “will attach" apecial importance “to the continued expansion 
of trade and economic, selentific and technological cooperation with the 
deve Looting nations." The Council for Mutual Economic Assistance has repeatedly 
underscored ite determination to expand its cooperation with the developing 

nations based on equalicy and mutual benefit, Le is thus helping to effect 
measures in line with thelr national tnterests for social and economic develop- 

ment, the strengthening of cheir position in the world economy, their liberation 
from oppression by the imperialist monopolies and the elimination of colonialism 

in all areas. 

At the 34th CEMA Session in June 1980 the socialist commonwealth nations 
reaffilemed their solidarity with the developing nations in their attempts to 
achleve total economic independence, to realize the right of every people to 
dispose of their national resources to improve their own nation, to eliminate 
exploitation on the part of the imperialist monopolies and to rid themselves of 
inequality and the oppression of certain nations by others. The assistance 
provided by the CEMA nations is contributing mainly to the creation and the 
strengthening of the estate sector in the economies of the developing nations. 
This is helping the latter to accomplish important tasks and to accelerate the 
development and the consolidation of their economic independence. 

the objective interest of CEMA and of the developing nations in expanding mutually 
beneficial relations and developing equal and effective cooperation is creating a 
reliable foundation for the dynamic growth of trade and economic, scientific and 
technological ties. These relations are constantly growing in scope: Commodity 
turnover between CEMA and the developing nations increased approximately 33-fold 

between 1950 and 1979. 

The total volume of technical assistance and preferential credits extended by 
CEMA in 1979 exceeded 42 billion rubles. While in 1962 economic and technological 
assistance was being provided to 34 developing nations, the number has now grown 
to 90. around 4,500 industrial and other installations have been built, are under 
construction or are scheduled for construction with CEMA assistance, 3,000 of 
which have already been placed into operation. In 1979 alone the socialist nations 
concluded more than 100 long-term agreements for economic and technical assistance 
with 39 developing nations. More than 1 million citizens of those nations have 
acquired skills in the process of building and operating the industrial and other 

facilities. More than 200 higher and secondary educational institutions and 
sclentific centers have been built or are under construction with CEMA assistance 
in the developing nations. More than 40,009 students from more than 100 nations 
of Asia, Africa and Latin America are studying at VUZ's and tekhnikums of the CEMA 
nations. 

Mhile a considerable portion of the loans extended to the developing nations by 

the capitalist nations actually fall into the hands of foreign monopolies, enter- 
prises built with CEMA assistance are at the complete disposition of the developing 

nations. The CEMA nations provide economic and technical assistance in key eco- 

nomic sectors. For example, more than 70 percent of all the loans extended by 
them go into the construction of industrial and energy facilities. 
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"le ta no secret to anyone that our material and financial resources are limited," 

said S. Tedorov, head of the Bulgarian delegation to the 34th CEMA Session and 
chairman of the Council of Ministers of the Bulgarian People's Republic. "Most of 
the other CEMA nations have also had to overcome their own backwardness, and in a 
situation of great economic difficulties created by imperialiem, We are doing 
everything possible and alloci:ing the funds, however, to provide assiectance at 
times of difficulcy to peoples setring out on a noncapitaliet path of development. 
The most important thing at this point is to expand and develop economic coopera= 
tion with those nations on a mutually beneficial basis. We must sugment the multi- 
lateral character of the cooperation, achieve better coordination of our efforts 
and give priority in the use of the funds extended to large projects of crucial 
importance for the restoration of those nations’ economies and the creation of 
new production structures." 

According to data compiled by the CEMA Secretariat the socialist commonwealth 
nations have helped or are helping on a cooperative basis with the construction of 
approximately 180 projects. These ties are becoming permanent and are resulting 
in a certain specialization by the socialist nations in their cooperation with the 
deve loping nations. 

In the construction of metallurgical plants in India, Iran and Turkey Soviet 

organizations drew upon Czechoslovakia and the GDR for cooperation under the CLMA 
system of specialization in the pt oduction of metallurgical equipment. The USSR 
and Romania built an ofl refinery in India and drew upon Czechoslovak organiza- 
tions for the construction of a refinery in Turkey. The GDR had the assistance of 
Bulgarian specialists in the installation work for the construction of large 

cement plants in Syria with an annual capacity of 1.3 million tons. Certain types 
of equipment were provided by Czechoslovakia and the Soviet Union on a cooperative 
basis. 

Another important example of cooperation on a multilateral basis is the stipend 

fund created by the CEMA nations, which has functioned since the 1974-1975 

academic year. Around 2,500 stipend-aided students from 44 developing nations are 
presently studying in the CEMA countries. 

The application of existing know-how in socialist economic integration by the 

developing nations is an extremely promising aspect of the cooperation. At the 
request of the executive director of UNIDO, CEMA's International Institute for 
Economic Problems of the World Socialist System prepared for this purpose a 
research project on "Instruments and Methods of Economic Coop-ration and Integra- 
tion Among Members of the Council for Economic Mutual Assistance, Es: cially Those 
Pertaining to Industrial Devdopment.” 

The CEMA countries are attempting to improve the cooperation machin ro make it 

refiect as fully as possibile the specific nature of relations betwe ms with 

diiferent levels of development and different social and econom! 

This may tavolve partial coordination of national economic plar | 

@utua. interest, and helping the developing nations to increase tiv i over 

the processing, transportation and sale of output. The latter Ue ch 



provielon of @achinery and equipment and the expansion of transport, consultative 
aid other serviees and cooperation tin the selling end for the purpose of estab= 
liohing dleect contacts with the consumers, among other things, Muitilatera! 
(YMA asstletance with the organteation of Livestock inoculation in Angola, for 
example, produced excellent resules, At the 24th CRMA Session Angola's government 
requested asetetance on a multilateral basis tm the construction of an enterprise 
for the production of plospate fertilieer, The facility was designed by Bulgarian 
epectaltete, 

Vlapted @ategement of the economy ie permitting the CEMA countries to expand trade 
and economic relations with the developing nations on the basis of agreements 
ovecing five years or gore, which is creating 4 solid foundation under these 

relations and making thea stable. Aiong with bilateral cooperation CEMA is 
elrengtiening economic ties with the developing nations on 4 multilateral basis as 
weil ‘ve development of relations between the Council for Economic Mutual 
\esisteance and certain developing nations=-<lraq and Mexico, for example~--is 
assuming great importance, Multilateral economic relations are being established 
with Angola, Ethiopia and the People's Democratic Republic of Yemen (PDRY). 

The PDRY attended the J: GAMA Session (in 1979) as an observer, “The granting of 
observer statue to our aation in CEMA,” said the head of the PDRY delegation in his 
speech at the Mth CBMA Session, “is an taportant and progressive move toward the 
strengthening of our ties with the socialist nations, and the aain factor in the 
PDRY's use of their know-how and their support in the process of economic and 
social development, as well as the expansion of our progressive reform: and 
achievements in democratic Yemen. Our nation's party and government attach great 
importance to this. Our strategic task lies in working to expand bilateral and 
multilateral tiles with the socialist commonwealth nations. We want to see our 
nation become a permanent CEMA meaber and to see it achieve that high level of 
economic and social developaeat which has been achieved by the CEMA nations. The 
experience of Mongolia, Vietnam and Cuba has proven that this is possible.” 

Representatives of the People's Republic of Mozambique took part in the 24th CEMA 
Session. Marcelino dos Santos, head of the delegation, underscored the fact that 
“the presence of the delegation from the People's Republic of Mozambique and other 
nations freed of colonial dependency at the 34th CEMA Session is an important 
indication of this organization's development and of the role which it can perform. 
Thies fact te a demonetration of the socialist commonwealth's development. it also 
demonstrates the possibility of creating just, mutual relations of cooperation 
between the developed and the developing nations." 

At the request of the government of the Democratic Re, ublic of Afghanistan the 
24th CEMA Session voted to permit an Afghan delegation to take part in the 
Council's work as an observer. Soltan Ali Keshtmand, head of the Afghan delega- 
tion, deputy chairman of the Revolutionary Council, deputy prime minister and 
ainister of planning, who epoke at the session, stated that Afghanistan intends to 
apply creatively the socialist nations’ know-how in the area of economice and 
Planning in order to industrialize and sodernize ite agriculture. 
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There ia yet another important aspect of the economic cooperation between the 

socialiat and the developing nations, Lt te strengthening their position in chelr 
relations with the imperialist nations, The very fact that they can obtain 
asaliatance from the soctalis! countries te foreing the capitalist nations te 
maneuver and agree to certain concessions to the new nations, “Only because of 
the solidarity of the socialist nations,” Jose Eduardo dos Santos, now president 
of the People's Republic of Angola, stated at the 33d CEMA Session, “Were we able 
to hold out for almost 14 years in an unjust war wmleashed against us by 
Portuguese colonialism, only because of this solidarity during 4 critical period 
in our existence were we able to withstand the criminal aggression of raciet 
South Africa,” 

Efforts aimed at the economic development of all nations and the restructuring of 
international economic relations can only be successful in a situation of peace, 
the relaxation of international tensions, a reduction in military outlaye and the 
limiting and halting of the arme race. Lt is not difficult to see the prospects 
which would be opened for the resolution of the gost urgent development problem, 
including the industrialization of the developing nations, by 4 significant 
reduction in military outlaye==-by 10 percent as a beginning=-as the socialist 
nations have repeatedly proposed in the United Nations organization. 

The course pursued by the socialiat nations is in distinct contrast with the 
policy of the impertalist powers, which are attempting to convert economic ties 
with the developing nations into a tool for enslaving them by means of the world 
capitalist economy. The most diverse means are used for this purpose, 411 the way 
from subsidizing the state apparatus (nder certain political conditions and 
including local currencies into the currency zones of the former metropolitan 
countries, to the latest form: of neocolontaliem. These include th joining of the 

estate monopolistic capital of the imperialist nations with capital finding ite way 
into the hands of the developing nations’ ruling elite, the expansion of o direct 
or “indirect” presence in strategically importent areas by providing weapons, 
exacerbating tensions, provoking and kindling ae conflicts between deve lop- 
ing nations. 

In accordance with their am principles the Soviet Union and other socialist 

commonwealth nations fully support the nonalign@ent govement which includes 
i127? countries. tit is well known that the reactionary imperialists as well as 
Beijing are doing everything poseible to enervate the antiimperialist and peace- 

loving trend in the sonalignment gsovement, to bring disharmony into ite ranks and 
tO Seperate it trom a natural ally, the socialist commonwealth. 

Cooperation and interaction between the socialist nations an’ the nor tanned and 

ua int mazie sageinst imperialism, colontalisve and neoco! ail 
’ racia Olicies is especially important under 
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lecent experlence hee demonstrated especially vividly the fact that imperialism is 
making every effort to undermine the position of the developing nations, This 
applies, among other problems, to these related to structural reforms in inter= 
fetlenal economfe relations, The developing nations have learmed from their own 
experience (hat relationships of equality in the world market gust be achieved not 
only im the area of cireulation, but in the production sphere as well, tn order 
for thet: goede Co have greater access to the markets of the industrialised 
capitalist nations they must first produce goods which can compete with those of 
the latter. Thle means that they @ust imnerease their rate of industrialiszation 
aid accelerate the development of key branches, The West does not want this 
reshaping of the woeld prodvetion structure and opposes constructive plane to 

alter the wmequal international division of labor and to transfer new technology 
io the developing nations, and those having to do with the operations of the 
multinational corporations, 

\t ie perfectly apparent that the developing nations can count only the socialist 
world, on te eupport, in their just demands for a restructuring of international 
economic relations. The tmpertalist nations are introducing additional adminis- 
trative and procedural norms for raising demands with respect to standards and 
technical epecifieattons. The Western nations are increasingly taking this kind 
of action, along with the erection of trade barriers, in the struggle against the 
developing nations. Forced to acknowledge the increased protectionism in world 
trade, the Weet is attempting to place the blame for its augmentation on al! 
nations. This “philosophy” ic designed to confuse the developing nations. 
Rejecting protectioniem in their own internal trade practices, the socialist 
commonwealth nations resolutely support the demands of the developing nations for 
structural reforms in the world economy and for improvement of the international 
trade climate. 

Beijing's line in the developing nations has of late been merging increasingly 
with imperialist policy. Beijing is essentially united with the West in its 
rejection of the concept of a new economic order. At the present time the PRC 
ia not providing the developing nations with ay sort of practical assistance. 
ite trade with them demonstrates an wmrestrained desire for expansion, involving 
methods typical of those employed by neocolonialisa--eubstantial restrictions on 
the import of finished products and actions producing an acute and chronic trade 
imbalance between China and the developing nations in favor of the PRC. The mask 
of benefactor and defender of the developing nations behind which the Maoists are 
attempting to hide no longer fools very gany. The facts speak for themselves. 

‘he accomplishments of the 34th session, which had the participation of 

representatives from the People's Republic of Angola, tne Democratic Republic 
of Afghanistan, the Lao People's Democratic Republic, Socialist Ethiopia, the 

People's Democratic Republic of Yemen and the People's Republic of Mozambique, 
which have elected a socialist path of development, demonstrates the fact that 
the socialist and the developing nations share common interests and that they 
have @ mutual desire for all-round cooperation based on equality. Loyal to 
Lenin's precepts, the socialist commonwealth nations are convincingly demon- 
etrating the fact that they are the true friends and the natural allies of the 
developing nations in their struggle for international relation: based on equality 

and for the right to determine their owm destiny. 
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i. “The Evening Out of Levels of National Beonomic Development and the 
Intemational! Economie Relations,” Moscow, January 1980, p 5. 

2. “The Goordinated preferential prices for our goods,” C. BR. Rodrigues, vice 
president of the Counetle of State and Ministers, eaid at the 33d CEMA Session, 
particularly eugar prices, compensate for any rise in prices in the socialist 

nations which are our suppliers.” Cuba is, of course, the aain supplier of 
sugar to the CRMA nations, exporting it at preferential prices. 

}. “Komplekemays programa dal'neyshego uglublenya i sovershenst vovanya 
sotrudnichestva | rasvitiya sotelalieticheskoy ekonomicheskoy integrateii 
atran-chlenov SEV" (Comprehensive Program for the Further Expansion and 
laprovement of Cooperation and the Development of Socialist Economic 
Integration Among the CRMA Nations), Moscow, 1972, p 4. 

COPYRIGHT: lLedatel'etvo "Pravda", "Mirovaya ekonomika i meahdunarodnyye 
otnoshentya", 1960 
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TRAD. 41TH LYDUSTRIALLZED COUNTRIES 

upc: 33 (100) 

KAST=-WEST TRADE MUTUALLY BENEFICIAL, U.S. MUST LIFT BARS 

Moscow RKONOMICHESKAYA GAZETA in Russian No 47, Nov 80 p 21 

[Article by V. Yulin, candidate of economic sciences and V. Gurevich, candidate 
of historical eciences: “The Helsinki Principles and East-West Trade") 

[Text] The code of principles adopted at the European Conference in Helsinki in 
1975 incorporated the vast body of experience built up at that time in good- 
neighborly cooperation among nations with different social systems. “It is very 
important now to consistently implement the understanding reached in Helsinki,” 
Comrade |. |. Brezhnev stated in hie speech at a dinner honoring President of the Re- 
public of Finland U. Kekkonen. “Europe must at long last be given the opportunity 
to live in 4 situation of guaranteed peace and tranquility.” 

The problems of disarmament and of strengthening security are unquestionably 
central among the group of problems pertaining to Europe. A decision to hold a 
conference on ailitary detente and disarmament in Europe as proposed by the 
socialist nations would be especially significant. This proposal is meeting with 
groving support fres the peoples of our continent. 

The Fruite of Detente 

Trade and economic cooperation is one of the areas in which further progress can 
be made. international trade is not only a good means of satisfying the material 

needs of the participating parties. It is also, and gost importantly, 4 major 
factor in the strengthening of peace and good relations among peoples. Comrade 
L. |. Srezhnev has stressed the fact that international trade has an especially 
great peacemaking role. 

The Soviet Union and its partners in the Council for Mutval Economic Aid have 
accomplished a great deal toward the fulfillment of recommendations coming out of 
the European Conference in the area of international trade and economic 
cooperation. 

Commodity turnover between the USSR and the nations of Western Europe increased 
from 11.5 billion to 19.3 billion rubles, or almost 68 percent, during the period 
1975-1979. Commercial relations between our nation and those of Western Europe 
have continued to grow this year, and at an extremely rapid rate. During the 
first half of 1980 alone the volume of Soviet trade with this group of nations 
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reached 11,5 billion rubles (equaling the commodity turnover for the entire year 
of 1975), compared with 6.4 billion rubles for the first half of 1979, The Fre, 
Prance, Finland, Ltaly, Great Britain and the Netherlands are the USSR's largest 
trade parthere, 

There is something new in trade and economic relations between the USSR and the 
nations of Western Kurope==they are long-term and large-scale, and they include 
the development of industrial cooperation, Since the European Conference was held 
the Soviet Union has concluded more than W/O long-term agreements and programe with 
those nations in the area of trade and economic cooperation. The nations include 
France, Finland, the FRG, Ltaly, Switserland, the Belgium-Luxembourg Economic 
Vaion, Greece, Portugal, Denmark, Norway and Lreland. New agreements and programe 
= ene development for cooperation with Spain, Austria and certain other 
nations, 

New kinds of economic relations, which go beyond conventional trade, have recently 
become increasingly important. These include interchange agreements, industrial 
cooperation and the exchange of technology. By the end of the 1970's Soviet 
organizations had concluded more than 100 long-term agreements and contracts with 
destern firm for the construction of more than 60 large industrial unite in che 
USSR on an exchange basis. The exchange contracts concluded already total 
billions of rubles. These agreements usually cover a period of more than 10 yeare, 
and in certain cases as much as 4 quarter of a century. Steps are being taken to 
expand thie interchange cooperation to include the production of finished articles. 

As it develops economic relations with the Western nations the Soviet Union does 
not discriminate between one form of cooperation and another. The choice of 
exchange or some other form of business relations is up to the partners and is 
made on the basis of equality, mutual benefit and gutual interests. 

Mutual Benefit 

The Soviet Union and the other nations in the socialist commonwealth provide an 

example of the concrete, practical development of the principles of cooperation 
based on mutual benefit and equality proclaimed in Helsinki. Suffice it to say 
that the volume of trade between the CEMA members and the Western nations has 

increased more than six-fold since 1965. 

The growing economic cooperation is a practical refutation of the far-fetched 
atatement made by imperialist, primarily American, propaganda to the effect that 
the expansion of commercial relations benefits mainly the socialist nations, while 
the West, they would have us believe, is the “loser.” 

it is especially important for the West to develop commercial relations with the 

socialist nations in today's situation of deteriorating market conditions in the 
capitalist economy. According to Western economists Soviet orders provide emp loy- 

ment for 350,000 workers in the FRG, for example, and approximately 120,000 in 

Finland, and in total commercial relations between the East and West create jobs 

for more than 2 million people at enterprises of the capitalist nations. 
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The Western Lurepean nations benefit considerably from the procurement of fuel 
and raw waterlale on an exchange basis, For example, Weatern Europe is already 
filling 20 percent of its needs for gas with imports of thie scarce raw material 

from the Soviet Union, Overall the quantity of various types of energy exported 
to the Weat from the soctaliat nations hae exceeded 800 million tone over the past 
decade (in of] equivalent). Tt goes without saying that thie is very important, 
given the energy crisis now being experienced by the West. 

On the whole we can say that the positive program worked out in Helsinki for making 
Lurope a continent of lasting peace and good neighborly cooperation is taking 
tangible form in mutually advantageous economic and political relations among 
nations with different social systems. 

The success achieved in cooperation in both the economic and other areas could be 
more Substantial df not for the maneuverings of ite enemies. Since the signing of 
the Concluding Act certain Western signatories have not taken effective steps to 

fulfill the commitments they accepted to gradually eliminate every sort of 
Obatacle to the development of trade and economic relations with the socialist 
nations, 

The Cost of the Embargo 

In addition to this, che more militant of the imperialist groups have attempted to 

launch a concentrated offensive against the policy of detente and to sabotage the 
entire movement toward peaceful cooperation between the East and West, including 
trade and economic relations. 

The U.S. adminietration which met with defeat in the recent elections was 
especially zealous in ite efforts. It tried hard to use trade as an instrument of 

political pressure and blackmail with respect to the socialist nations. Its 
embargo against the sale of grain and a number of other commodities to the USSR, 
ites bilateral rejection of agreements and contracts already concluded and all-out 
attempts to expand the so-called “banned list" of goods for export to the USSR are 
all in glaring contradiction to the spirit and the letter of the Final Act signed 

in Helsinki. 

The steps initiated by the United States did not, nor could they, have the effect 
upon the Soviet Union counted upon by the Washington strategists. It would be 

appropriate to remind those who would resort to “economic blackmail” of V. I. 

Lenin's statement: “We have had enough of threats, and more serious ones than 
those made by the trader who plans to slam the door shut....” 

Strictly speaking, business circles in the United States itself are becoming 

increasingly convinced that this line of action is harming primarily the American 
economy. A. Hammer, chairman of the board of directors of Occidental Petroleum, 
which, as everyone knows, concluded with Soviet organizations the largest exchange 

agreement ever in the history of trade between the two nations, recently admitted 
that his company had already lost 1.5 billion dollars as a result of the embargo 

imposed by President Carter. 
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but certain groups in the United States are still not giving up on their attempts 

to draw a number of other nations into their discriminatory policy with respect 

to trade between the East and Weat, including nations whoue representatives 
participated in the Heleinki Conference. As the NEW YORK TIMES was recently 
forced to admit, however, this U.S. policy is not meeting with any sort of broad 
support on the part of ite Western European allies, "Official ‘eat German and 
French representatives," the newspaper atates, “have made it clesr that they do 
not have an especially high opinion of using trade sanctions as an inetrument of 
foreign policy.” The NEW YORK (MBS also states that Western European entre- 
peneurs say that they “cannot now trade with the East, now not trade wich it, as 
though trade were a faucet which can be turned on and off." 

Figures for trade between the USSR and the developed capitalist nations for the 
first half of this year (that is, since Washington introduced the notorious 

“eanctions") indicate that the American Administration has not succeeded in forcing 
the nations of Western Europe to follow the policy of curtailing mutually 
advantageous trade with the Soviet Union. While commodity turnover between the 
United States and the USSR fell by 230 million rubles during the first six months 
of this year, compared with the firet half of last year, trade between the USSR 
and the nations of Western Europe increased by 3,154, 300,000 rubles for the same 
period. 

The facts indicate that the negative attitude toward the American "sanctions" 
policy is growing not just in Western Europe, but aleo in Canada (which, of course, 
was also a participant in the Helsinki Conference). An official Canadian 
representative has stated that Canada does not consider itself bound to the 
embargo placed by the United States on the sale of grain to the Soviet Union and 
is prepared to sharply increase Canadian grain shipments. 

The Soviet Union and the other socialist nations consider it a matter of prime 
importance to strive for the elimination of all barriers artificially erected 
recently, primarily by the United States, on the path of economic cooperation, and 
the implementation of contracts and agreements already concluded. This means the 
deve lopment of a broad and unencumbered trade exchange, industrial and agricul- 
tural cooperation and cooperation in the field of transportation and scientific 
research. The USSR and the other socialist nations consider it highly important 

to step up cooperation in the energy field and to hold a European conference on 

this matter. 

As they implement the Program of Peace the CPSU and the Soviet government are 
determinedly striving to see that detente remains the dominant trend in inter- 
national development. 

11499 
CSO: 1825 
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TRADE WITH LNDUSTRLALIZED COUNTRIES 

CURRENT DIFFICULTIES IN USSR=FRG TRADE ANALYZED 

Mowcow MIROVAYA EKONOMLKA I MEZHDUNARODNYYE OTNOSHENIYA in Russian No 9, Sep 80 
pp 95-105 

[Article by V. Fedorov: “Current Questions of USSR-FRG Economic Relations") 

[Text] The talks between leaders of the Soviet Union and the FRG, which took 
place in Moscow on 30 June and 1 July of 1980, had broad international impact 
and are being discussed with lively interest in the West German community. 
Members of the preas, business and academic circles with which our correspondent 
talked unanimously underscored the fact that the results of the talks constitute 
a major contribution to the strengthening of peace and security and to the 
normalization of the international and the European political climate. 

Great importance is particularly attached to trade and economic relations and to 
the new prospects which are opening up for such relations. As the majority of 
press agencies and many experts in these matters have pointed out, the signing 
during the visit of a long-range program of basic areas of cooperation »between 
the USSR and the FRG could stimulate the further development of cooperation 
between the two nations, thereby considerably strengthening the economic base upon 
which these relations rest. 

What Has Been Achieved and What Can Be Achieved 

The trade volume between the two nations amounted to 4.2 billion rubles in 1979. 
The 1970 Moscow Agreement which normalized the political climate for relations 
between the two nations and L. I. Brezhnev's visite to the FRG in 1973 and 1978 
helped to make this possible. The agreement on the development and expansion of 
long-term cooperation between the USSR and the FRG in the areas of economics and 
industry, which was concluded during L. I. Brezhnev's visit to the FRG in May 
of 1978, covers a 25-year period which takes it pas. the end of our century. 

Until relatively recently the list of West German firms cooperating with the 
Soviet Union was an extremely anall one. It now includes more than 1800 companies. 
More than 100 companies and organizations are involved in the scientific and 
technological relations with the Soviet Union, and 31 firms have concluded long- 
term scientific and technological agreements. Today, probably every branch of the 
FRG economy of any importance maintains some sort of contact with its Soviet 
counterpart or is establishing such contacts. 
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The “pipe-for-gas" agreement is being successfully implemented, demonstrating the 
indisputable mutual advantage of the compensatory principle. West German companies 
are helping to build the Oskol Electrometallurgy Combine, which, according to the 

respectable FRG weekly HANDELSBLATT, will be the world's largest producer of 
iron-ore blanks (okatysh’) for the production of high-grade eteel.* Production 
cooperation links together Soviet machine-tool enterprises and firma of the FRO, 
The lat.er asatated in the construction of the international airport in 
Sheremet'yev, using the latest achievements in technology and construction. | 
might mention the fact that the sain agent for the project=-the West German firm 
hueterbaueewon Ove contract in a competitive bid againat 30 well-known companies 
from various nations of the world, The exchange development also covers consumer 
goods (cooperation with the sporting goods firm Adidas, for example). 

Joint Soviet-Weat German trade associations operate in the FRG. The USSR has 
direct air linkage with a number of the largest Weat German cities. Many 
industrial firme and banke have opened offices in Moscow (Siemens, Mannesmann, 
Hochet and Deuteche Bank, for example). The West German presse states that the 
FRG has 31 delegations in the USSR, wore than any other nation. Through these 
representatives the firme keep Soviet enterprises informed of their technological 
capabilities. They do so by placing ads in the Soviet press, among other things. 
For example, the Hochst published a notice in the EKONOMICHESKAYA GAZETA about the 
fact that it has created and is operating two experimental coal gasification 

plants.“ The FRG is an active participant in international exhibitions held in the 
USSR. 

The FRG's credit and banking system, including the Bundesbank, is a significant 
factor in the stimulation of cooperation. Although by its status this financial 
institution does not participate directly in East-West commercial dealings, it is 
attempting to contribute to the creation of a positive paychological climate for 
maintaining and expanding these relations. The prospects for cooperation are 
highly promising. Dresdener Bank experts believe that trade between the two 
nations could be given new and “dynamic impetus" during the 1981-85 period. 

At the same time we still see obstacles to the development of bilateral relations. 
Precisely these problems should be discussed first. At the present time West 

German exporte are largely exempt from the requirement for official licenses 

(permits). Nonetheless, for a number of goods the exporter must request 
permission to ship to the socialist nations. This applies in even greater measure 
to importe. 

With reapect to the regulation of imports, at the beginning o: 1979 import 
quality restrictions for manufactured goods from the socialist nations covered 
70 percent of the list. Progress has obviously been made, of course. It must 

be borne itn mind, however, that the remaining restrictions apply only to the 
socialist nations and cover precisely that group of goods for which the Latter 
have the largest export stocks. The actual infringement upon the trade interests 

of the socialist commonwealth is actually far greater than the figures show. 
Artificial barriers affect approximately 20 percent of the FRG's imports from the 
socialist nations. in absolute terms the volume of trade subjected to 
quantitative regulation consists of 700 commodities. 
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Limitationa on exporte from the soctaliat nations are being retained deapite 

objections, for example, by auch an influential organization as the Federal Union 
of German Wholesale and Foreign Trade. The union's last biennial report (for 
1978-79) atates that Weat German exportea can be protected and increased only if 
the soctaliat nations are given the opportunity to expand their own exporte to the 
FRG. The union's efforts cto reduce the import restrictions, we learn as we read 
further, have not met with success, 

Forecasting has become a common standard of wodern economic life. Forecasts help 
us both to eee several years into the future and to appraise trends taking shape 

in the present. East-Weat business relations are no exception. Existing fore- 
caste differ with reapect to purpose, methodological approach and time span, and 
‘heir results are not always fully comparable. They are perhaps all alike in the 
main respect, however: In order to maintain satisfactory rates of growth in 
foreign economic turnover new efforts will be required on both sides. 

Weat German economists J, Bethkenhagen and G. Fink, who have compiled a forecast 
of the development of trade between the FRG and the East to 1985, stress the 
special importance of broad relaxation of restrictions on imports from the 
socialist nations. Since the 1975 regulations governing the unification of trade 
policy of the Common Market nations forbid uncoordinated actions, then, the 
authors believe, it is in the interest of the FRG to strive for significant joint 
moves toward Liberalization of the pojicy on imports, primarily of finished 
products, from the socialist nations.” In all probability, we might add, this is 

in the interest of the remaining members of the EEC as well. The authors also 
indicate another way to stimulate trade with the socialist states—agreements on 
cooperation, which are still left up to the individual nations themselves. 

Professor H. Albach, well-known economist ar¢ member of the FRG's council on 
economic development, agrees with the opinion of J. Bethkengagen and G. Fink. He 
correctly regards further Liberalization of the policy on imports from the 
socialist nations as another way to increase West German exports and possi- 
bilities for financing them. 4 

Unfortunately, the large trade barriers on many types of goods from the socialist 
nations have been retained in the FRG not only after the lifting of tariffs 
within the EEC but also since they were lifted in trade between EEC members and 
other Western European nations as well. Hungarian economist (G. Izik Khedri) 
correctly points out the limited willingness of the EEC to ease trade conditions 
for the socialist world. “The nations of the European Common Market," she writes, 
“have never fully extended the most favorable trade conditions to their socialist 
partners. They retain the right to place quantity restrictions on imports and to 
place various specific administrative regulations o.. these. Later, during the 
first expansion of the European Common Market, they began to create a West 
European preferential industrial zone. The socialist nations alone were ther 
excluded from this process. Their exportation of manufactured goods is bur-«ened 
by customs, whereas the Western Eu an nations have been able to sell duty-free 
manufactured goods to each other." 



The trade practice extensively followed in the West, whereby the duty level tends 
to rise with the degree of processing tnvolved in producing goods, goes counter 
to the steady progress being made in the atructure of world commodity turnover, 
This practice actually conatitutes a carryover from the past of a sort of 
protectioniam in world trade, by means of which the industrialized powere are 
attempting as far as possible to protect the internal market against outside 
competition and provide themselves with a steady supply of vitally important 
raw materiale, Largely dictated by single interests, this custome system 

unquestionably needs to be revi ed, 

Verification of the validity of prices for imported goods is one of the ways used 
to regulate imports from the socialist nations. Thies method was introduced in 
1966 and has been revised twice since then. It is officially claimed that thie is 
done to prevent or eliminate disturbances in market conditions by the sale of 
foreign products, thereby protecting the local producer against possible losses. 
Naturally, every nation has the right to employ those means of protection against 
imports which it considers necessary. Special caution should be exercised in 
applying the price verification system, however. The unwarranted employment of 

price verification to limit importe may raise doubts in the minds of the trading 
partners as to the actual extent of import policy liberalization or even present 
an obstacle to the development of trade. 

Our Western partners themselves frequently violate the so-called fair rules of 

competition in international trade, which the Western partners expect us to 
observe. We know that the EEC's “open market" functions on the basis of admin- 
istered prices and therefore lies outeide the range of “fair competition.” Steel, 
coal, textiles and ships--this is far from a complete list of manufactured goods, 
the production and sale of which have financial and solid estate support. 

In 1978 the Federal Union of German Wholesale and Foreign Trade compiled a List of 
protectionist measures employed by the EEC with respect to the socialist nations. 
The list sheds additional Light on the nature of the interaction of discrimina- 
tory barriers erected at various levels of the integrated group--in joint agencies 
and at the national level. If one device is inadequate, another is used. The 
anti-dumping practice in the EEC and the West German system of price verification 
compliment each other as far as imports from the socialist nations are concerned. 
This practice was continued after 1978, and the union was forced to admit that the 
price verification system constitutes protectionism “newly-emerged and directed 
primear''y agafast nations with state-operated foreign trade (the socialist 
natiot rF.).” 

Many economists are pointing out the inappropriateness of the increased acivity 
in this area by certain groups in the West, particularly the EEC, and the damage 
which it can cause. "A lower price does not necessary justify an accusation of 

dumping...,'° (Oa. Yu. Manke) believes. “It is in the interest of export thet suh 
accusations should not be casually made, and they should not be taken into 
account."© He then correctly states that the accusation itself creates a lack 
faith. Importers have no assurance that a transaction will be completed and the 

exporters become less willing to base their plans on the market involved. 



Methods used to stimulate foreign trade d fer, sometimes significantly, among the 
Weatern nations. Unitke Ltaly, England or France, government agencies of the 
FRG do not extend credit to their socitaliat partners. This deprives West German 
firms of additlonal possibilities for cooperating with foreign trade organizations 
of the socialist nations. It ts perfectly understandable that the authorities 
would want to equalize, so to speak, conditions for the national firm, However, 
the method employed creates some justifiable doubts. The stricter coordination of 
atate loans and interests on loans extended to the socialiat nations, which they 
propowe, is aimed at limiting the freedom of action of the Western partners and at 
forcing 4 certain change in their loan practices, which is hardly in che interest 
of the latter. 

The artificiality of the restrictions applied to the socialist nations by certain 
Western European governments or EEC agencies stands out especially against the 

background of resulte achieved in the Tokyo round of GATT [General Agreement on 
Tari‘fs and Trade] talks. It was decided there to reduce dutics on sanufactured 

mods by an average of 30 percent over the next eight years, which would lower 
them from 10 percent to 7 percent. It was also decided to reduce non-tariff trade 
barriers. The conclusion of the Tokyo round, according to *. Nalerkanpt, vice 
president of the Commission of [uropean Associations, is fir Ll a “political 
signal,” a demons cration of willingness by the Western part: to step up 
cooperation. The lifting of discriminatory conditions stii it existence in trade 
between the EEC and the socialist nations would be a step aheac in the develop- 

ment of all round cooperation in Europe. 

The Approaches Vary... 

The experts and scientists are performing an important @ission by using the 
arsenal of theoretical and practical analysis @ethods at their disposal to 
promote recognition of the need for international cooperation and the practical 

benefit from such, and stimulate the initiation of new trends in this area. 

East-West economic relations in general and their specific description in the 
example of the two nations have become the subject of numerous scientific studies, 
books and articles in the FRG. 

In the 1950's and ‘60's, when the political climate in Europe was aggravated by 
the “cold war" and then by its afteraffects, a number of bourgeois scientists in 
the FRG (Professor V. Baade, for example) considered the development of recip- 
rocal trade an importagt means of normalizing the situation. A book by R. Krengel 
was published in 1967.’ The author described fairly eloquently the purpose of his 
book. R. Krengel wrote that it was written to help West German policymakers to 

create a new and more realistic concept to replace the old ideas on strategy in 
East-West relations, some of which were poorly conce.ved from the very start and 
others had already outlived their usefilness. This was an extremely timely state- 

ment, coming at that time. 

Business circles also exhibited sound thinking. 0. Wolf von Amerongen, well-known 
proponent of cooperation between the East and West, stated that without the 

efforts made in the 1950's and ‘60's by the West German administration to 
revitalize trade with the East, it is doubtful that the FRG's subs quent Eastern 
policy would have beer possible. 



Life does not atand atill, It is constantly introducing new elements | | 
economic relationa between nationa with different social syatema, increasing 
the urgency of cer ain specific tesues and frequently casting them in « new |. iehe, 
East-Weat economic relations are developing tn a situation of clearly ‘el ine! 
international competition for trade with the socialiat nations. Becawe of chin 
those groups or firma which set improper demands during talke are puniahing 
themselves, because they lose large, Long-term contracte, 

This aspect of the development cf relations has been described itn t) irke of 
many experts. In anewer to those who would like to take credit out of trade with 
the soctaliat nations and make it dependent upon payment in ready, convertible 
currency, H. Berein points out that one obvious consequence of such « move would 
be nothing other than the senseless delivery of axport marketea gained with such 
difficulty into the handa of others. 

An almost 700-page book "Prakticheskiye aspekty torgovli mezhdu Vostokom . Zapadom. 
Ekonomicheskiye otnoshenya v 1977-1990 gg." [Practical Aspects of East-Weat 
Trade: Economic Relations from 1977 to 1990) (Kh. Lange-Prolliuse is the edito 

and one of the authors) stands out among recent publications on East-West 
relations. Written by a large group of prominent specialists, the book contains, 
in addition to a professional analysis, important business advice, referenc: 
material and a solid body °f statistical information. For purposes of acquainting 

business people with Soviet economics it containe, among other things, » fat: 
detailed deacription of the five-year plan for 1976-1980, broken down by branches. 

Useful recommendations for the further development of bilateral relations ar 
contained in publications of the Federal Institute of Eastern and intermmations 

Research in Cologne (H. Fogel, director), the Hamburg institute for Econom! 
Studies (a book by K. Boltz) and the Eastern Surope Inetitute in Munich | 

tion by H. Klement). The works of A. Leban are also of value. The author, wi 
occupies an important position in the Deuteche Bank, has close contacts wit! 
research institutions, particularly Cottingen University, one of ¢! ntet 
the study of these problems. 

It should be pointed out, however, that the process of cooperation es mone 

with different social systems, the moving forces behind this cooperation and its 
forms are frequently incorrectly interpreted. There are also those frankly 

opposed to cooperation. Although sany of them hold high academic degrees, this 
does not make their arguments convincing. 

All sorts of doubts are frequently expressed as to the expediency ompensatory 
and cooperative agreements. We know, however, that the long-range onc compre 
hensive nature of such agreements provides great advantages to both pa: a and 
gives certainty to the economic future. [t gives the Western partners the 

opportunity to tnvest large and risk-free amowuts of capital in a coordinate 

procuction program. Despite this, there are people who regard such agreements as 

a means by which the soctalist nations somehow impose aspects of plan ' 
West, with all the accompanying “dangers” effecte. A. Schuler, for erm . 
have us believe that the socialist nationa use foreign economic re 

somehow encroach upon the market system and eubverr its Lond 

abstract conclusions are absolutely growndlens, of course 



it @o@8 wilhoul seytie, however, Chat we @uat bear in @ind the fact Liat economic 

reaiity iteelf te (orcing the tiem to depart increasingly from the concept of 

short-term and isolated operations. Lt has how become standard procedure for 

compatiivs CO compile 5 * lOpyeer plana in an attempt to avoid the fiequentiy 

extremely dangerous viciseltudes of an waplanned market, The socialisation of 

prouvetion under capstailem has reached 4 etage at which even state assistance ia 

sometimes inadequate for accomplishing large projects and @ combined effort by 
firms from various nations is required, The capitalist economy is etill mplannec 

of course, deapite the trend toward planning. State-monopolistic regulation 

(national aed intermatlone.) does not change the fact that uwplanned production 
continues Co dominate the entire nationel economy. 

Companies Witc: @ana, Lo accurately predict the course of events and to conciude 

large and relicole long-term agreemente create an important support base. This 

point of depacture ia taken by business people who, unlike writers such 4s 
Sehuler, refuse co tmmore the epecific requirements for competition. 
Rk. Hannesen, for example, one of the directors of Tiessen Stahlunion, 4 member 
of the Tlessen group, stresses the great importance for his firm of long-term 
agreements with the eochaliet netiona. "Tt te our desire,” he writes, “to place 
relations (with the soctaliat nattone=--V.F.) onto a long-term basie, which... is 
in the interest of our group.” 

Compeseatory agreementa, which cover up to 10-15 percent of the FRG's trade with 

the East, have already demonetrated their obvious benefit to both sides. in 

anewer Co @ queetion pored in the Bundestag about the “dangers” inherent in 
sompeneatory agreemente with the eocialiet nations. a government representative of 

the FRO etated that no detriment whatsoever has turned up from these agreements 

and that the effecta of such agreements are similar to those of conventional 
toreign trade, 

in reference to compensatory agreements bourgeois expert P. Shelauske, who serves 

ow aiddieman between Western exporters and importers trading with the socialist 
nations, adviees chat they be turned over to “an experienced igporter, who knows 
all the dangers, the fmport requirements and trade channels.” At the present tice 
more then 30 »@8t German firme are selling goods received from the socialist 
nations within the framework of the compensatory exchange. One of them is the 
trading company Komex Aussenhandels in Dusseldorf. in an interview with a 
correspondent of MIROVAYA EKONOMIKA IL MEZHDUNARODNYYE OTNOSHENIYA a leading 

worker with the firm cited its positive experience in the cooperation with the 
Soviet Union and other socialist nations in this area and the fact that the level 
of this cooperation has improved in both quantity and quality. 

The misgivings expreseed by the sbove-mentioned J. Bechkenhagen ond G. Fink about 
compensatory agreements as producing only short-lived benefits would seem ground- 
less. They suggest that goods received under such agreements could begin to 
compete with local products on the FRG garket, which would, in turn, prompt the 
firme affected to limit exports to Fhe CEMA nations for purposes of reducing 
importa from the latter to the FRG. Such theories are not confirmed by the 

facts. The PRG has a highly developed chemical industry, for example, with which 



the Soviet Union has close contacts, Around 40 percent of the Soviet exports of! 
chemical producta to the West are sold in the PRG, without creating acy « ticeable 

competition whatsoever, 

Without cooperation with the soctaliet countries tt would be too expene'ly: 

manufacture certain articlese--thte te one of the arguments offered by L. GCroeshopl, 
4 leading bourgeois expert, to demonstrate the need to expand ‘nternational 
production relations, Unlike the commodity exchange in whieh the frocks ne 

traditionally has the greatest role, industrial cooperation te a4 new d progres- 

sive form of relations, for which the lower levels, that is the produc! 
companies and enterprises, provide the motivating force. 

N, Ruttler, who is with the Association for the Study of Consumption, Marketing 

and Sales in Nuremberg, attaches great value to the Licensing exchange and 
production cooperation between the FRG and the socialiat nations. ie sees great 
potential poseibiiities for the continued expansion of cooperation with the Soviet 
Union in the various branches of machine-building, woodworking and consumer goode 
production, for example, | 

Compensatory agreements are supposed to involve a balancing of interests of thy 
parties involved. in the Weet, however, there is sometimes 4 tendency to impose 

a low-profit division of Labor upon the socialist partners. Naturaliy, varlow 
types of cooperative relations are juatified under specific circumetances, bul 
when from the very beginning foreign partners are looked upon o8 something ithe 
auxiliary or dangerous shops and are assigned the lese-skilled od technical) 
most primitive portion of the work, it goes without saying that thie should be 
viewed an discrimination. 

Snall companies as well as large ones gain from econom‘c relations with the 

socialist nations. Of the 1,800 firme cooperating with Soviet fo reign trad 
organizations, 1,500 are emall or medium—stge. And so, the opin s some 

heard in the West that emall firme cannot find a proper place tr : 
contradict the facte. Studies performed by A. Schlewper, a bani * 
socioeconomic problem, showed that gore than 70 percent of the enterprice 
participating in commodity circulation with the GDR are amall or sedium-«i ne 
(employing fewer than 500 people). 

J, Haas, head of the sales department of a firm producing quartz mercur, -vapor 

lamps ‘> (anen, hee an opinion worth hearing. He states that there sre many firm 

in the *RG which would willingly buy products in the CEMA nations. At least, 
J. Haas adds, we have a great desire to find out for ourselves how we would 
benefit from cooperating with the socialist nations. He advises Weet “ man 
companies to effect certain organizational measures such as coordinatiag th« 
operations cf emall and medium-size firm. At markets and faire held in oly 
socialist nations emall firme presently display their products (n «ha: itancs, 
which reduces thetr rent and clerical expenses. 

An office for the promotion of foreign trade set up at the FRG embassy in Morcos 

is heiping Weat German firms to establish and maintain contacts wi cl 
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forelm@ trade organizations. The services of this office are weed primarily by 

amall and medium-sise enterprises, which for reasons of financing or personnel 
cannot have their own delegations abroad. Lt offers various kinds of services: 
providing refecence and techateal taformation, acting ae intermediary in th. 
eetabliahment of businese tles, and providing legal counsel. in ite response to 
& requeet for information by « group of Bundesteg deputies the government 
eapectally underscored the usefulness of thie office in Moscow and the capitals 
of a number of other socialiet nations. 

The purpose of trade and economic cooperation between the socialist and capitalist 
nations, among other things, lies in the exchange of new development» in science 

and engineering, advanced technology and modern equipment. juch form of contact 

ae the leasing or renting of various types of productive and nonproductive stock 
are becoming increasingly common between the socialist and capitalise! aations, 
if a fiem decides to invest funds in some production process, for example, it does 
not have to purchase the equipment. Lt can acquire the equipment for 4 certain 
perlod of cimm after making the proper payment directly from the manufacturer or 
(and thie ie most [frequently the case) from «a especial licensing agency, which is 
ordinarily backed by a bank. Alter the agreed-upon period of time has elapsed the 

equipment is retumed to the owner. Thie ts @ mutually beneficial transaction 
since the investor ret» oe « considerable portion of the equipment for other 

irposes, the Licensing agency receives a profit amounting to the difference 
between the total amoumet of rent paid and the cost of the equipment purchases, and 
the weer selle the goods produced vith the equipment. 

The {iret ifeensing agencies came into being in the PRG in 1962. They now aumber 
300. At che end of 1978 the value of licensed equipment in use totaled between 
}) billtonm and 39 billien OM, and che figure is constantly growing. According 
to the magazine WIRTSGHAPTWOCHE around five percent of all West German — 
are made in the form of licensing, but the limit has not been reached by far. 
ie estimated chat the corresponding figure for the United States is 17-20 —æ 

“hen we analyze the FRG's economic relations with the Soviet Union and other 

socialist countries we gust aot omit the effect upon employment, a factor so 
(aportant im the capitalist society. The bourgeois literature regularly publishes 

data which confirms the direct effect of commercial exports upon production and 

employment in the FRG. Specifically, the West Berlin Inetitute for Eeonomic Studies 

published a especial report on this matter in October of 1978. The authors state 
that “since 1975 the job izf every fifth worker has had to do with exports 
directly or indirectly.” 

Actually, the specific way in which trade wath tne East affects the labor market 

in the capitalist nations is to provide guaranteed «.d pienned orders not 
affected by the vicissitudes of the market. This has been repeatedly proved to 

the capitalist world. When, in 1929, the greatest economic crisis in the history 
of capltaiiem burst upon it, causing extremely severe unemployment in Germany as 

in other nations, trade with the Soviet Union was one of the factors helping 
somewhat to ease the situation of the population. As bourgeois economist 
R. Krengel has said, during the crisis years only the Soviet Union was in a condi- 
tion to serve as 4 partner to German industry, and it considerably increased its 

purchases at that tine. 5 
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Presaure From Without 

Ueing the sowcalled Afghan tasue a8 4 pretext the United States placed an embargo 

on thé shipment of many types of products to the Soviet Union, thereby uni leterelly 
erasing What had been achieved with considerable difficulty in Soviet Asertow 
economic relations over the past few years. 

At the same time the Carter Adminiatration drastically inereased pressure on ite 
Allies, including the FRG, in an effort to force them to curtail trade and economt 
relations with the Soviet Union, A Wepage document (a Liet of etrateatc goode) 
to be discussed in the COCOM [Coordinating Committee] wae dispatched over the 
ocean to the Weat European capitals, If it were adopted the goods listed would be 
banned for export. Washington was thereby endeavoring to breathe new life into 
the notorious international consultative committee, established at the height of 

the “cold war" at the initiative of the United States for purposes of effecting a 
joint blockade of the socialist nations. Its prohibitive inetructions (known as 
the COCOM lists) became the symbol of the antisoctialiat course taken in world 
economic affairs. Despite all ite efforte, however, the committee wae not able to 
dampen the socialist commonwealth's rate of economic progress nor to destroy the 
foundations of world economic cooperation. 

The economic sonthly WIRTSCHAPTSDLENST, published in Hamburg, wrote the following 
about the committee's function: “The past has frequently demonstrated with 
adequate clarity that an embargo in trade with the East is politically senseless 
and economically impractical.” Noting the divergence of interest among the 
Westerm partners, the magazine pointed out the inevitability of disagreements 
among them with respect to continuing exports to the socialist nations, 

“eapecially between the United Scates and the European countries, to ypich the 
Eastern market is incomparably more tmportant than to the Americans ."? 

The embargo is now a subject of lively discussion in the FRG as a result of 
preseure from the other side of the ocean.!/ Ie is being studied in the light of 
long, general historical experience. R. Hasse of Cologne University, who has been 

dealing with problems such as these for a long time, concludes that, although the 
embargo ix an agressive form of international economic policy,nonetheless {cr does 

not insure achievement of the goals set by ite instigators. He gives the following 
basic reasons for the embargo's failure: overestimation of the foreign econoafc 

dependence of the nation involved and of its abilities to adapt to the situation, 
the imposethiitty of a total embargo, leck of administrative coordination in 
mon .tort., adherence to the embargo and insufficient political and economic 
solidarity on the part of the nations declaring the embargo. With respect to the 
USSR, Hasse specially points out that - embargo against the Soviet Union could 
never influence its political course, 

Events of today give new proof of the total hopelessness of an attempted blockade 

agfinet the Soviet Union. The results of J. Carter's ban on grain sales to the 
USSR is assessed in the FRO as « complete failure. The SPIEGEL writes: “The 

Americans have harmed themselves most of all. The Washington government must pay 

the fermere billions in compensation out of its inadequate budget."!19 Furthermore, 
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the farmers will earn leas with their grain than they previously earned, if they 
ave able to sell it at all. The fact te that the embargo decision produced a drop 
in grain prices, 

business circles and economic experte in the FRG are expressing justified fears 
that a reduction in economic ties with the Soviet Union to please the United 
States would seriously harm the Weet German economy. The USSR accounts for a4 
total of 2.3 percent of the PRG's foreign trade turnover. This might appear to be 
4 email percentage. It should be borne in wind, however, that the FRG purchases «4 
number of extremely important goods in the USSR. Contracts with the Soviet Union 
go 4 long way toward inauring a reliable and wninterrupted energy supply for the 
PRG, 

Exporte to the USSR are aleo highly important to the FRG, since they have given 
the main branches of West German industry a guaranteed market for their products. 
The steel-founding industry, for example, which has now improved its situation 
somewhat following a four-year crieia, attaches great importance to business deals 
with the Soviet Union. A country such as the FRG cannot satisfy ite export-import 
requirements without concluding Large-scale agreements. Officials and business 
circles are therefore against limiting transactions with the Soviet Union to 
100 miliion dollars, as the United States insists. 

Let us look at yet another aspect of cooperation=-the territorial factor. The 
Port of Hamburg, extremely important to West German trade, receives considerable 
protite from operations conducted with Soviet foreign trade organizations on the 
basis of bilateral contracts from through traffic and naval freight shipmente. 
Soviet veesele visited the port to load and unload almost a thousand times in 1979, 
and the cargo — of 5 million tons made up 8 percent of the total passing 
through the port. Since all aspects of the city's commercial life could be 
affected considerably by the embargo the Hamburg authorities are not concealing 
theirc intention to adhere to the traditional Hanseatic rule of remaining open to 
all vessels. 

incidentally, the regional structure of Soviet shipments to the FRG demonstrates 
the fact that there are significant differences between the federal states 
(Lander). While Bavaria and Hesse are active in trade with che USSR (their 
portion of total West German imports considerably exceeds their portion of the 
nation's total population), Morth Rhine-Westphalia and Lower Saxony lag considera- 
bly in the amount of purchases they aake in the Soviet Union. The Federal Union 
of Wholesale and Foreign Trade pointed this out in 1979 in the belief that this 
situation holds one of the possibilities for expanding foreign economic relations. 

in 19860 it will have been 25 years since diplomatic relations were established 
between the USSR and the FRG-—-a relatively short period of time, but one filled 
with events. In the area of economic relations this anniversary was marked by a 

new and extremely important development. There is reason to hope that the signing 
of the long-term program covering the main trends in cooperation between the USSR 
and the FRG in the area of economics and industry will contribute to the continued 
beneficial development of bilateral political cooperation on a solid foundation of 
mutual gain and in the interest of peaceful coexistence and detente in Europe. 
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